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Introduction 

 

Engaged in a war on drugs, the United States government embarked on a gradually 

escalating offensive against individual consumers, distributors, and manufacturers of illicit 

substances well before President Nixon’s famous national declaration of a “war on drugs.” Anti-

drug sentiments represents a shift in societal attitudes, not the sudden emergence of a drug 

epidemic. For instance, the United States had few regulations on the distribution of narcotics or 

other drugs deemed legal in the 19th century, and the legality of opium, cocaine, and marijuana 

existed through the early 20th century (Recio 2002, 22; Hasegawa 2000, 68). The heightened 

attention to the drug “problem” in America new, largely emerging out of Nixon’s war on drugs 

declaration. How have the policing practices since Nixon shaped the enforcement of drug 

policies? How have these policing practices themselves been shaped? What practices and 

policies have successfully reduced drug consumption in the United States?  

This thesis argues that presidential politics, rhetoric, and strategies directly shape the type 

of policing regimes present during each distinct era of governance under the Nixon, Reagan, and 

Obama and Trump administrations. Policing regimes are defined in this paper as: the 

administrative priority and resource allocation towards the role of law enforcement or social 

services for alleviating a societal problem. This definition has been originally developed in this 

paper, as well as the subsequent characterization of the distinct regime typology. Nixon’s 

administration sought an expansion of social services, rehabilitating those suffering from 

addiction, whereas Reagan sought to criminalize drug use through a police-heavy enforcement 

strategy. The Obama and Trump administrations merged these strategies together and formed a 

policing regime that both reforms past policies and creates new comprehensive approaches to 
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reduce drug consumption. This thesis claims that presidents have a significant influence on 

shaping drug enforcement with their goals, rhetoric, and legislative strategies. As these strategies 

vary from administration and party, distinct policing regimes form resulting from these 

differences.  

It is important to understand how policing regimes are formed because the legislation 

produced during the war on drugs initiated a comprehensive enforcement operation, signaling a 

disproportionate allocation of resources to law enforcement as opposed to medical treatment and 

addiction. The thesis will entitle this phenomenon as the drug enforcement bias. Subsequently 

rhetoric of presidents has largely been geared towards an individual criminalization of drug 

dealers, producers, and users. This rhetoric gears the public to acquire an aversion for drugs, 

justifying a use of law enforcement as a means of clearing the streets of drugs, as opposed to a 

treatment option. 

The primary goal of the presidential administrations of Nixon, Reagan, Obama, and 

Trump have remained consistent: reduce illegal drug use. However, each administration adopted 

different legislative strategies that are reflected in different policing practices. Nixon’s legislative 

accomplishments led what this paper calls a rehabilitator strategy, emphasizing funding for 

treatment and rehabilitation programs and prevention mechanisms, such as producing anti-drug 

education programs. Reagan’s strategy led to a heavier enforcement of criminal penalties for 

drug distribution and individual consumption, what this paper calls an enforcer strategy. The 

legislative achievements under Obama and Trump blended these two approaches to create the 

current system, which this paper calls a hybrid strategy. 

A rehabilitator-based strategy is characterized by approaching drug consumption with a 

medical necessity; emphasizing public welfare, treatment programs, and prevention as the central 
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platform. In this approach, the target is a reduction in the demand of the consumption of drugs, 

whether it be through preventative measures or eliminating drug addiction. An enforcer-based 

strategy focuses in a supply reduction through a heavy enforcement system of arrests, campaigns 

against international drug production and distribution, and heightened sentencing penalties. This 

strategy puts individuals convicted with drug crimes away for extended periods of time and seeks 

to enable a substantial reduction of the volume of illicit product entering the country. These 

combined efforts have therefore established the enforcer policing regime. Despite contemporary 

efforts to balance medicalization and criminal penalties, the enforcer policing regime has 

endured as the guiding regime past and present, presenting the drug enforcement bias in a 

historical context. 

This thesis traces drug policy from the late 19th century forward, with the primary 

examination focused on the Nixon administration to present-day, studying the link between 

policy and implementation. Chapter one presents a description of the paper’s goals, essential 

guiding questions, and methodology. Chapter two argues that distinct policing regimes are 

constructed out of legislation, presidential rhetoric, and administrative priorities. Chapter three 

describes the evolution of the police as a historically racist institution, and highlights the racial 

inequality in drug policymaking since Nixon. Chapter four seeks to analyze the rhetoric of 

relevant legislation through a word frequency ratio; the results contribute to the understanding of 

how rhetoric is presented in the legislation. Chapter five concludes this paper by establishing a 

series of policy recommendations and a construction of an ideal policing regime for future drug 

reduction strategies. The remainder of this introduction previews the argument of the paper.  
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Preview of Argument 

 

Legislation is vital in this paper to incorporate in the rhetorical and policy analysis. The 

Nixon administration primarily passed its drug policy initiatives through the Comprehensive 

Drug Abuse and Prevention and Control Act of 1970 (hereafter Controlled Substances Act). The 

Reagan administration sought to increase the criminal sentencing provisions of the previous bill 

through two Anti-Drug Abuse Acts in 1986 and 1988. Finally, the Obama and Trump 

administrations sought to reform past policies combining past strategies into the Fair Sentencing 

Act of 2010 and the First Step Act of 2018, which seek to continue enforcement, expand 

treatment programs, but relax some sentencing durations.  

Richard Nixon’s early administrative approach focused on an expansion of educational 

resources, treatment and rehabilitation programs, and research for drug abuse and addiction 

(Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act 1970 [hereafter Controlled Substance 

Act], 1238-1241). Nixon’s drug regulatory strategy emphasized medical treatment as essential, 

but this opinion was not universally accepted among past administrations, where treatment for 

drug addiction was limited. For instance, medical literature in the late 19th century was aware of 

the habit-forming nature that morphine and opium had on the individual user (Bueriki 1975, 3). 

However, this dependency was considered to some was considered a moral vice, a failing of 

person character (Bueriki 1975, 5-6). The early scientific understanding of drug addiction did not 

change officials’ perception of the drug user, they were at fault due to personal moral failings. A 

public health initiative towards addiction was historically uncommon until recent years. This 

feeds into the enforcement bias that drug policymaking has contained. 
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In contrast, the Reagan administration emerged as a strict enforcer by placing harsher 

criminal penalties on drug use, in particular through establishment of mandatory minimum 

sentencing for drug felonies and through additional domestic and international oversight (Anti-

Drug Abuse and Prevention Act 1986 This enforcement strategy follows a pattern of 

criminalizing behavior as a strategy to implement changes in drug consumption. The logic of 

reducing supply therefore places the individual user in a financial bind, as drug prices are 

theoretically decreasing as a result of decreased supply and constant demand. 

The administrations of Obama and Trump have combined the strategies of the Nixon and 

Reagan administrations to form a hybrid interaction of medicalization and enforcement. 

President Obama attempted to reform the inequalities of prison sentences formerly instituted 

under the Reagan administration, specifically focusing on the 100 to 1 crack to cocaine 

sentencing disparity (Fair Sentencing Act 2010, 2372). President Trump established an agenda of 

prison reform, an institution that works in tandem with a war on drugs criminalization campaign, 

by attempting to reduce recidivism rates through an incentive-based system for the incarcerated 

(First Step Act 2018, 5195-5198). These contemporary administrations construct a policing 

regime that is unique to the 1980s to 2000s narrative of an enforcement strategy. While 

enforcement is still a prevalent component, there is an effort to incorporate both systems as an 

attempt at reform. These distinct enforcement strategies become important to find the answer to 

the question of what policing regime is central to the war on drugs; upon an initial examination, 

there is an enforcement bias that has a historical precedent.  

Finding which policing regime is centrally formed from the attitudes and policy decisions 

of past administrations is incredibly useful to an evaluate the success and legitimacy of particular 

regimes or components of regimes. The critical evaluation of the policing regimes’ strategies is 
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presented in chapter five’s policy recommendations. It examines past approaches to drug policy 

and the ideal future directions to take to ensure a more constructive and equitable approach. The 

future of drug policymaking is vital, as this paper considers the problems of the war on drugs as 

a policy platform. The scale of those who are involved in the war on drugs is immense. The 

current portfolio of yearly arrests in the United States show that 12% of the over ten million 

arrests made in 2017 are drug arrests, and of these drug arrests over 80% are related to simple 

possession (Federal Bureau of Investigation 2018, 1). The current policies, rhetorical practices, 

and administrative goals that construct distinct policing regimes interact with a substantial 

portion of the United States population. This contact has taken on a racialized tone, as described 

in depth in chapter three. While contemporary policies have taken a stand to reform the drug 

enforcement apparatus, there have been minimal institutional alterations to address the long-

standing problems with drug enforcement. 

 

Chapter I: Targeting the Individual 

 

Drug consumption in the United States has been framed to target individual consumers 

regardless of political affiliation or ideology: drug laws centralize around the individual. Why 

does the United States largely frame the individual consumer of illicit drugs as a criminal rather 

than focus on the environmental causes of drug use and addiction? There are many historical 

examples that point to this question, arising as early as the 1880s. The Chinese Exclusion Act 

eliminated Chinese laborers from entering the United States, fueled by the association with 

opium consumption paired with elements of ethnic prejudice (Chinese Exclusion Act 1882; 

Redford and Powell 2016, 512-513). The trend of targeting the individual has expanded since the 
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end of the 19th century; the three cases of the Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump administrations 

seek these same goals of focusing on individual drug user, but on different fronts. Nixon’s focus 

was on treatment and rehabilitation programs for those with drug addiction, and establishing an 

preliminary enforcement system that “scheduled” drugs based on the severity of impact to 

humans and potential for medical use (Controlled Substance Act 1970). Reagan advocated for an 

increase in sentencing length for the possession and distribution of scheduled drugs, and pushed 

back on the manufactures’ success by initiating a drug crop eradication and interdiction 

programs (Anti-Drug Abuse Act 1986). Even the contemporary reform measures under Obama 

and Trump target the individual. President Obama instituted a commission focused on policing in 

the 21st century, and passed a reduction the crack and cocaine sentencing disparity (Commission 

on 21st Century Policing 2015; Fair Sentencing Act 2010). President Trump’s administration put 

forth sentencing reforms and prison changes that the individual is the subject to; minimum 

sentencing changes impact individuals targeted by the police in the first place (First Step Act 

2018). The primary attention to an individual drug user fails to address the systemic or 

environmental issues that cause drug addiction or distribution; the punishment, incarceration, or 

addiction treatment of individuals lack the greater picture of what caused these individuals to get 

involved with drugs in the first place. This is relevant for reform attempts to current drug policy, 

sentencing reforms may facilitate a faster reentry to society, but do little to prevent the problem 

from reoccurring. This individual-focused approach has existed for over a century but the drug 

problem remains. It is easier to address individual occurrences, rather than the costly 

reexamination of institutional structure sand environmental causes to drug abuse and addiction. 

This paper argues that in order to “win” the war on drugs, future administrations should adopt a 
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different approach characterized by a focus on public health, rehabilitation, and minimizing the 

severity of criminal penalties on non-violent offenders. 

Drug policy focusing on the individual can be explained through concept of 

methodological individualism, which is the explanation of social phenomena through the 

attribution of the individual in society (Arrow 1994, 1; Basu 1996, 269; Elster 1982, 453). This 

attribution of drug consumption as an individualistic moral failure redistributes the blame across 

a large portion of society, prompting a broad policing of individual behavior. Police officers 

utilize their discretionary powers to exercise authority, choosing who to stop, search, and arrest. 

Perhaps an analysis of the structures that align with America’s drug problem would have a 

greater impact to curb consumption. This problem has been occurring for over a century and 

little has changed.  

This paper argues policing regimes are uniquely created in the United States through 

legislation, presidential rhetoric, and administrative goals. A policing regime will be defined as: 

the administrative priority and resource allocation towards the role of law enforcement or social 

services for alleviating a societal problem. Here, policing regimes are meant to address drug 

consumption, which has been politicized using the war on drugs metaphor. There are three 

policing regimes this paper identifies that currently exist to govern drug policy, characterized in 

Table 2: enforcer, rehabilitator, and hybrid. This thesis contributes to our understanding of 

policing literature by offering a typology of policing practices across three cases, spanning four 

presidential administrations.  

This paper is framed around four guiding research questions that seek to explain the 

development and impact of different policing regimes in the United States. The primary research 

question seeks to identify and explain the predominant policing regime in the U.S. drug 
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enforcement system: What police regimes are central for governing the reduction of drug 

consumption in the United States? The second question seeks to develop context for the 

development of the war on drugs policies, and the institution of modern enforcement 

mechanisms that arose during the Nixon and Reagan administrations: Did drug policies prior to 

the War on Drugs have different goals or scope? The third research question focuses on 

uncovering the possible disparities in drug policies and policing institutions: Does U.S. drug 

policy have racially inequitable provisions? Finally, the fourth question introduces a study of 

policies that may improve the current system that has enabled the war on drugs to commence for 

over fifty years: How can the U.S. improve existing structures of drug enforcement?  Each 

question is briefly previewed below.  

 

Guiding Questions and How They Relate 

 

1) What police regime is central for governing the reduction of drug consumption in the 

United States? 

 

Regimes may shift with different presidential administration, but the rhetoric and 

attitudes that the presidents and public makes towards drugs resonate towards an enforcement 

bias. President Nixon declared the War on Drugs in his 1971 Presidential address, one year after 

the Controlled Substances Act was passed (Controlled Substances Act 1970; Nixon 1971). This 

administration enabled a rehabilitator stance, but took to active enforcement with the scheduling 

system and developed criminal criteria. The Reagan administration placed a greater focus on 

harsher sentencing penalties and an increased police presence; the notion of direct enforcement is 
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most evident under this regime (Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986; Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988). 

Contemporary policies are in many aspects following the legacy of past regimes, focusing on 

minor reforms but not overhauling the rigid institutions. President Obama and President Trump 

have issued small measures of reform to create an equalizing, hybrid regime, of drug 

enforcement to include rehabilitation as a guiding component. Revisions were made to 

sentencing disparities for crack and cocaine, paired with a slight decrease of some mandatory 

minimums sentencing lengths (Fair Sentencing Act 2010; First Step Act 2018). This central 

question allows for a regime-based focus to analyze drug policy during the war on drugs, and 

how certain types of drug enforcement strategies impact people. The regime typology presented 

in Table 2 defines these regimes and identifies unique characteristics each contain. The proper 

identification of the most prevalent model may inform the recommendation for the ideal future 

policing regime. This question is central to the paper, and is most heavily addressed in chapter 

two and three.  

This research question enables us to consider several sub-questions. Proper determination 

and classification of policing regimes to a case is essential to answer: What are the policing 

regimes of Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump? The three cases may be used to contrast 

enforcement and treatment policies: To what extent do the Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump 

administration’s policies emphasize the enforcement of policing and prison sentencing as their 

primary goal? Finally, this paper attempts to incorporate the politics of presidential actions and 

attribute them drug policy decision-making: What are the politics of Nixon, Reagan, and 

Obama/Trump’s legislative actions? These sub questions are important for the proper 

development of this regime-based approach to analyzing drug policy in America.   
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2) Did drug policies prior to the War on Drugs have different goals or scope?  

 

Drug consumption is not a new phenomenon to the Nixon administration, so why did this 

sudden war commence? The proper contextualization of the drug problem, which has occurred 

for over a century in the United States, is extremely important for the articulation of drug policy 

from Nixon to present-day. For instance, drug policies in the early 20th century sought increased 

federal oversight and economic pressure for the importation of opium (Harrison Narcotics Tax 

Act 1914). Opium and its derivatives were categorized as narcotics, and while not considered 

illegal, they would now require a doctor’s prescription to obtain (Harrison Narcotics Tax Act 

1914). Drawing parallels between past policies and tracing the origins of the war on drugs 

informs a shift in policy relevance or importance over time. These parallels will be exemplified 

primarily in chapters two and three, where the historical context is used to inform how drug 

policy was dramatically overhauled to where it stands today.  

The historical framework of providing context for contemporary policies requires several 

sub-questions. In a contemporary era of advancing modern medicine, addiction treatment is 

better equipped and more widely available: How has addiction treatment evolved from post-Civil 

War to the contemporary war on drugs? Enforcement mechanisms have largely remained in 

place since the early 20th century, and this paper seeks to explain the enduring institutional 

structures that aided this: What institutions have remained consistent in engaging drug 

enforcement? These questions are key to elevate the historical analysis of the structural 

framework that combatting drug consumption has created.   

The historical timeline of important events in U.S. drug regulation informs the discussion 

of how long drug enforcement has occurred. This system was not unique to the Nixon 
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administration, but merely elevated as a priority that the federal government would take in 1970. 

Table 1 depicts a basic timeline of influential events paired with policing regime assignments, 

beginning at the start of the Civil War and ending with present day. The “Interim Periods” are 

important as they indicate the transitions between the cases studied in this paper, and highlight 

the decision to exclude these administrations due to their perpetuation of the prior 

administration’s regime.  

 

Table 1. Timeline of US Federal Government Drug Policies  

YEAR ERA REGIME-TYPE AND DEFINING FEATURES  

1860s Civil War Unassigned regime 

Drugs have a non-criminal status 

1880s Chinese Exclusion Enforcer regime 

Limitation on Chinese Immigrants to country 

Association with ethnicity and opium consumption 

1909-

1914;  

1914-

1968 

Expanding Federal 

Intervention 

Enforcer regime  

International Commission on Opium 

Taxes on importation of drugs 

Federal government begins greater regulatory 

oversight  

1969-

1974 

Nixon Administration Rehabilitator regime 

Expansion of rehabilitation and treatment services 

Educational programs 

Controlled Substances Act drug “schedules”  

1974-

1981 

Interim Period I Rehabilitator Regime 

Few extensive reforms after Nixon  

President Carter advocated for decriminalization 

of marijuana  

1981-

1989 

Reagan Administration Enforcer Regime 

Expansion of criminal penalties 

Increased police resources  

International interdiction campaigns 

Criminalization focus 

1989-

2009 

Interim Period II Enforcer Regime 

General status quo efforts  
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Some evolution of Reagan’s policies 

2009-

2020 

Contemporary Administrations 

Obama and Trump 

 

Hybrid Regime 

Reform 

Small policy changes 

Seeking to equalize previous regimes  

 

3) Does U.S. drug policy have racially inequitable provisions? 

 

The United States has a legacy of systematically designing policies to disproportionately 

punish people of color or lower income families. Drug laws are not an outlier of this historical 

trend. An African American man born in 2001 will, in their lifetime, have a one in three chance 

of being imprisoned in the United States, compared to that of one in seventeen for white men 

(Bureau of Justice Statistics 2001). This racial disparity in imprisonment may be a result of 

several factors that include but are not limited to racial profiling, stop-and-frisk policies, or 

systematically built into drug legislation. If the war on drugs is not equitable and is being used to 

drive the incarceration of people of color, is it a war on drugs or a “war on people of color?” 

This question will be primarily addressed in the third chapter of this paper, focusing on certain 

racial histories in America and its application to the drug enforcement apparatus we have today.  

To supplement this question, there are additional sub-questions to broaden the scope of 

the query. If the United States has a legacy of racial discrimination, perhaps variations of 

policing regimes can identify loci of inequalities towards drug enforcement: What mechanism is 

central for instituting racial disparities in drug enforcement? An unfair system would place 

disproportionately severe costs on communities, this is incorporated into the research goals: How 

do arrest disparities affect communities of color? These questions seek to highlight the potential 

systematic issues of unequal policing that has developed with the onset of the war on drugs.  
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4) How can the U.S. improve existing structures of drug enforcement?   

 

Currently, individual behavior is criminalized, and the distribution or possession of an 

illicit drug is key to the perpetuation of the war. Decriminalization or legalization of an illicit 

substance in the United States would be especially difficult due to the firmly rigid structures that 

continuously reaffirmed an enforcement bias. This question opens the door for a comparative 

study on other nation’s drug policies that have taken alternative approaches to pure enforcement. 

Canada has recently taken a less systematic overhaul, legalizing one drug - cannabis – nation-

wide (Cannabis Act 2018). These comparative studies can be utilized in theorizing different 

solutions for the United States to curb drug consumption instead of the status quo enforcement 

mechanisms. These cases are timely with an increasing number of states are recreationally 

legalizing cannabis.  

 The fifth chapter of this paper addresses this question, through an extended policy brief 

format that explain the implications of a legalization and decriminalization strategy for the 

United States. The rigidity of the United States’ drug enforcement system is exemplified in Table 

1, however, other nations have taken other approaches, and a discussion of these alternatives is 

important for this paper to include. Drawing from Canada and some U.S. states, the examination 

of the impacts of the legalization of recreational cannabis would provide valuable insight for a 

policy recommendation: How does legalization of cannabis impact drug enforcement in 

America? Additionally, changes to the criminal justice system outside of singular drugs will be 

necessary for substantial reforms: What sentencing reforms are needed to reduce mass 

incarceration? These sub-questions drive the discussion of comparative solutions for the policy 

recommendation.   
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The central research question lays the groundwork for the methodological examination of 

policing regimes during the war on drugs. The emphasis on policies enacted during the Nixon, 

Reagan, and Obama/Trump administrations provide insight distinct policing regimes are created. 

This question is relevant persists in all research questions; it is historically-rooted, racially and 

comparatively important.  

The second research question’s historical focus informs the central research question’s 

goal of articulating policing regime’s influence and can provide information for the third 

question’s goal of finding racial disparities in drug arrests. Drawing from history can explain 

why policymakers make certain decisions by examining precedents, the political makeup and 

context of the time. This will aid to inform chapter five’s recommendation for an ideal regime 

construction.   

The third research question can be interconnected between all the research questions. The 

United States has a historical legacy of racially motivated policies. From slavery to Jim Crow 

laws, there has been legalized racism in the United States for centuries, it has merely changed 

form over time. The war on drugs perpetuates this discriminatory phenomenon. Given the power 

of street-level bureaucrats, in this case the police, racial profiling is not only possible but almost 

guaranteed. The construction of policing regimes may have an impact on racial profiling or 

disparities in inequitable legislation. Additionally, as a more diverse nation than many of its 

European or North American counterparts, the United States’ racial tensions are unique. This 

factor drives the notion that a comparative study should be examined thoroughly and may not be 

translated identically to the United States considering the impact it may have on race.  

The fourth research question’s comparative component relates most closely to the central 

research question’s regime-based argument. Policy discourse has included notions of 
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decriminalization and legalization movements, especially about contemporary cannabis policy. 

Canada’s legalization of recreational cannabis drives the policing regime additionally towards a 

rehabilitator stance. Further criminal justice reform too, is important for an entirely new regime 

construction. If the series of recommendations are minimalist or gradual, it will simply be an 

extension of the hybrid regime we have today  

 

Research Design and Methodology 

 

This paper examines four pieces of legislation spanning four presidential administrations 

in order to assess the ways in which legislation leads to specific types of policing regimes. The 

Controlled Substances Act of 1970 was one of the Nixon administrations’ primary facilitators for 

the war on drugs, scheduling drugs based on danger and harm to the individual, funding 

treatment and rehabilitation programs, and tightening polices on drug consumption. The Reagan 

administration sought to tighten enforcement polices with the Anti-Drug Abuse Acts of 1986 and 

1988, pushing mandatory sentencing minimums, harsher penalties, and targeting source nations 

that distribute illegal drugs to the United States. The Fair Sentencing Act of 2010 focused on 

minimizing the sentencing disparity for crack compared to powder cocaine under the Obama 

administration. The Trump administration passed the First Step Act in 2018, which provided a 

recent drug policy change to minimum sentencing laws as well as prison reform that focused on 

reducing recidivism rates. This legislation will be used for a content analysis, qualitative 

descriptive analysis, and establishes the framework for background on each cases’ approach to 

drug policy. These pieces of legislation are historically contextualized through an analysis of the 
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Harrison Narcotics Tax Act of 1914 which was passed during the opium boom of the early 

1900s. 

These analyses will be supplemented with empirical data on drug usage, incarceration 

statistics, and other related dimensions using several governmental sources. The U.S. 

Department of Justice and U.S. Department of Labor are used for statistics on the incarcerated 

and their jobs. The Office of National Drug Control Policy provides governmental strategies to 

tackle drug policy. The U.S. Census Bureau provides demographic information. The wide array 

of governmental resources allows for a valuable quantitative analysis that strengthens assertions 

of causality between independent and dependent variables. 

Finally, other informational sources to collect data such as the Sentencing Project and the 

Prison Policy Institute as resources that collect data from a multitude of primary sources. Many 

of the models created by these organization contain data from the governmental sources listed 

above, and leafing through these sources to find the primary un-interpreted data allows for 

greater original research and original analysis.  

These sources provide quantitative data to support the case-study qualitative focus. This 

will result in the use of multi-method research to be conducted, which is supported in the case-

study research process (Gerring 2006, 10; and George and Bennett 2005, 54). Qualitative 

research is a heavy component in the content analysis of legislation for each respective case. 

Quantitative demographic data of the incarcerated, recidivism rates, and treatment and 

rehabilitation program will develop the thesis and strengthen the internal validity of the research. 

These sources present a framework to the content analysis in chapter four and the original 

research of the policy recommendation in chapter five. The case study analysis of Nixon, 

Reagan, and the contemporary administrations of Obama and Trump is utilized to efficiently 
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compare differences in styles of drug enforcement. Collectively, sources will provide 

quantitative data to support the case-study qualitative focus.  

 

Chapter Outline 

 

The focus and purpose of these case studies is to determine the effectiveness of differing 

drug policies and police regime styles in the United States, while incorporating the historical 

context of the war on drugs as an enduring institution. It argues that three policing regime types 

exist across U.S. history, and that these regimes were deeply shaped by the political strategies of 

Nixon, Reagan, Obama and Trump administrations.  

The second chapter introduces a variety of literature in support of the policing regime 

typology. There is an examination of drug treatment and rehabilitation policies, as well as those 

that enforce harsher prison sentencing and law enforcement presence. The legislative actions, 

presidential rhetoric, and administrative goals are described to comprehensively construct and 

articulate the policing regime typology. The first and second research questions play an 

important role in this chapter due to its policy explanations. This chapter serves a purpose of 

providing the theory of the typology, on the content of the policies and attitudes of the 

administrations of Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump. 

The third chapter examines the institution of modern policing as a product of the South 

slave patrol. It also identifies the prevalence of racial arrest disparities in policing practices and 

drug policies instituted by all studied case administrations. This chapter is incredibly valuable for 

its critical presentation of how American society has shifted its mechanisms of social control of 
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African Americans from one institution to the next, currently utilizing the system of mass 

incarceration.  

The fourth chapter engages with a content analysis of relevant legislation across the 

Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump administrations. The content analysis developed a word 

frequency to word count ratio and comparatively analyzes it to determine relevant outlier 

rhetoric. This rhetoric is used to contribute to the understanding the formation of distinct policing 

regimes as constructed in chapter two.  

The fifth chapter will consist of the original research component of the paper. A new 

regime construction supplemented with a policy recommendation will be the primary focus of 

this section, building off the careful examination past regimes and their characteristics. The 

chapter begins by describing the scale of the war on drugs today and the problems that arise as a 

result. It continues by introducing a new, ideal policing regime typology that is formed from the 

series of new actions that must be taken. The chapter concludes with four major policy 

recommendations that usher in a new era of legalization, prioritization of rehabilitation, and 

substantial alteration of criminal sentencing guidelines. 

 

Chapter II: Constructing the Policing Regime Typology 

 

This chapter seeks to identify and describe the policing regime typology and assign the 

administrations of Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump to the representative regimes. The chapter 

begins with an introduction of the important literature subfields used throughout the remainder of 

the paper. These subfields aid in framing the guiding research questions into the academic 
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literature on drug enforcement. The purpose of this section is to preliminarily introduce the 

subfields of literature that contribute to the discussion of the policing regime typology. 

The remainder of the chapter focuses on the defining characteristics of the regime 

typology. It seeks to justify each regime’s distinctiveness and assign regimes to respective 

administrations. There is a substantial component of the styles of presidential leadership that 

indicate both rhetoric and intended goals these leaders held during office. Additionally, the two 

distinct drug regulatory philosophies are explained in detail: demand and supply-side 

approaches. Demand or supply-side approaches to drug enforcement are crucial in regime 

construction as they stem from ideological differences on prioritization of resources to 

effectively govern against drugs. The combination of legislation, rhetoric, and administrative 

goals construct distinct policing regimes that can subsequently be used as a tool to explain the 

development of drug policy during the war on drugs. 

 

Relevant Literature Subfields 

 

This paper’s goal is to explain a policing regime typology that forms due to an 

administration’s policy strategies, rhetoric, and overall goals towards drug consumption or 

possession. The subfield of policing in political science is valuable to incorporate to support the 

policing regime typology. There is a small division of academic literature on policing in the 

American Politics subfield, establishing that policing is a generally underdeveloped subfield. 

(Soss and Weaver 2017, 576). The politics of policing will therefore be considered a fledging 

subfield of American politics that requires greater political attention to develop.  
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Political campaigns utilize rhetoric such as “law and order” and the “war on drugs,” to 

establish a system of control that is governed by policing (Soss and Weaver 2017, 570). A 

rhetoric-heavy campaign can result in a relative increase in police presence in neighborhoods, 

serving as watchdogs of street-level enforcement. Drug-dependent individuals feel the brunt of 

the harsh rhetoric, becoming victims of a system of punitive policing for petty drug crimes, 

instead of living in a treatment-oriented society. Policing literature has established terminology 

for an institutional form of petty crime policing called broken windows theory. Broken windows 

theory seeks to police small behaviors of citizens as a practice of social control to prevent the 

potential for larger criminal activity (Soss and Weaver 2017, 570). In a city-wide setting, broken 

windows theory was most famously applied through the stop-and-frisk policy, instituted in New 

York City during the 1990s. This policy allowed police officers to stop and search individuals on 

the street for “reasonable suspicion;” the goal of these searches was to confiscate drugs, 

weapons, and stop petty crimes before a potential escalation of criminal activity could occur. 

These theories provided by the fledgling subfield of policing literature contributes to this paper 

by properly defining certain actions of police and administrations. 

The study of institutional evolution and development is extremely relevant to the war on 

drugs primarily due to the dramatic transformation that occurred during the 1970s and 1980s. 

Historical institutionalism is a subfield that presents an analysis of the organization and 

institutional configurations over time, demonstrating explanatory arguments of overarching 

contexts (Katznelson and Milner 2002, 693-695). Additionally, this subfield can be used to 

theorize about causal relevance, origins, sequences, and temporal processes (Katznelson and 

Milner 2002, 708-709). Policing regimes are an institution rooted in historical development, and 

utilizing historical institutional can facilitate the tracing of regime formation. This subfield aligns 
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with the second guiding question, used as a tool to discover how drug policy enforcement has 

changed over time.  

The institutions that govern drug policy have become more rigid and oppositional to 

structural change over time. Path-dependency theory explains the dynamic process that generates 

multiple outcomes depending on any given sequence of events, including the concept of passive 

feedback, useful to explain the institutional rigidity (Pierson 2004, 20). Passive feedback 

describes the process of an institution becoming increasingly fixed over time (Pierson 2004, 18). 

The longer an institution is functioning in society, the greater legitimacy it gains, leading to a 

rigidity and stability as an enduring symbol of the status quo (Pierson 2004, 150). Path-

dependency theory is implied in the discussion about the rigid institutions that the war on drugs 

has formulated over fifty years.  

Finally, discursive institutionalism focuses on ideas and discourse set in an institutional 

context that incorporates a dynamic view of change (Schmidt 2008, 304). Similarly, to the 

politics of policing, discursive institutionalism is a fledging-like subfield of political science in 

the process of developing in literature. Ideas are valuable in the study of the war on drugs as they 

can aim to orient certain policy measures as crucial (Schmidt 2008, 306). Declaring the “war on 

drugs,” “war on crime,” or pursuing a “law and order” campaign defines the problem as an idea, 

that must be solved through certain policy channels. Using the rhetoric of certain ideas through 

discursive institutionalism can provide a deeper understanding of the interactions of ideas in 

formulating drug policy. The term discourse can provide a multi-prong approach at indicating 

represented ideas as well as the process ideas are conveyed (Schmidt 2008, 309). The use of 

discursive institutionalism as a sub-field allows for an intricate analysis of discourse and ideas in 

the drug policy arena. 
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Defining and Characterizing Policing Regimes 

 

 “Regimes” are a typology frequently used in political science to express the systematic 

interactions of an institution and those in power that institute a unique form of governance. It is 

used in this paper as an expression of governance as well, rather than connoting a military or 

authoritarian leadership. Police fall into the regime construction due to their unique capability of 

dominating the public eye’s perception of the bureaucracy: they are the street-level bureaucratic 

frontline (Perry and Sornoff 1973, 8, 13). An election cycle can therefore emphasize or 

redistribute police’s power allocation due to a change in administrative priorities, facilitating a 

different policing regime construction. Additionally, the focus on rehabilitation and treatment 

programs or enforcement priorities tend to vary among these bureaucratic cycles (Benoit 2003, 

275). These components are necessary in characterizing the differing regimes they form in their 

policies.  

A policing regime will be defined as: how a governing body dictates administrative 

priority and resource allocation towards the role of law enforcement or social services in solving 

a problem in society. 

A law enforcement officer will be defined as: an individual with the authority and 

discretion to make arrests, detain suspects, conduct criminal investigations, present warrants, and 

conduct international eradication or interdiction campaigns.    

A treatment and rehabilitation center will be defined as: a center either privately or 

governmentally funded that deals with the process of detoxification, recovery services, addiction 

treatment, and general rehabilitation procedures to ensure former or current addicts have proper 

reentry into society through the means of harm-reduction techniques. Addiction therapy through 
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administering of methadone for heroin addicts is part of this process, as well as any additional 

drug therapies which may result in delegation of a form of the illicit substance to wean the 

addicted individual off dependency.  

Contrasting police regimes have differing prioritizations towards using law enforcement 

or treatment, rehabilitation and preventative measures. While no policing regime is solely based 

on either enforcement or rehabilitation, these ideal types enable us to carefully consider the 

differences across history and presidential administration. The regimes are defined below in 

Table 2. which explains the distinguishing characteristics between enforcement and 

rehabilitation, and what policy, rhetoric, and administrative goals these approaches seek.  

This paper focuses on two opposing philosophies behind lawmaker preferences of 

tackling the drug problem in the United States. Demand-side, which seeks to reduce the volume 

of drugs consumed in the country through a prioritization of treatment services, or supply-side 

which focuses on lowering the volume of drugs entering the country, respectively, are considered 

contrasting beliefs in this paper. 

The demand-side policies focus on eliminating the desire for the user to consume the 

drugs, thus reducing the number of addicted individuals and damaging the criminal industry 

surrounding drug manufacturing and distribution. These policies involve the treatment of current 

drug addicted individuals to reduce their dependency on illicit substances. As well, an increase 

educational material and preventative measures are emphasized to dissuade individuals from 

ever getting addicted. Overall, there is a decreased emphasis on the presence of law enforcement, 

instead it promotes medical and educational strategies for reducing drug consumption.   

The supply-side approach to drug enforcement is grounded in the assumption that efforts 

to reduce drug supply will drive down drug consumption due to market pressure. Supply 
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reduction takes the form of targeting international producers, distributors or criminalizing minor 

domestic possessions and street-level deals. The cost of acquiring drugs is therefore increased 

two-fold. First, the financial burden is imposed on the individual drug user, as the supply of 

drugs is decreased by the number of drug dependent individuals remains constant, so the average 

price will raise as a result. The second cost involves the heightened criminal penalties that are 

imposed, so the risk of distributing and possessing drugs is additionally elevated, potentially 

dissuading individuals. Distributors and manufacturers could therefore drive up drug price to 

compensate for this risk-imposed cost. Supply-side approaches to drug enforcement are likely 

what the average American perception of drug penalization looks like: petty criminal arrests. 

This policy is expanded through international interdiction campaigns, which are programs that 

target drug cultivation and manufacturing operations on foreign soil, either using the respective 

government’s law enforcement or coordinating aerial destructive operations. Supply reductions 

on successful operations appear immediately, and hope to be long-lasting if an entire operation is 

destroyed.   

The factors described above are combined to form the policing regime typology 

presented in Table 2. This typology relies on distinctions between legislation, rhetoric, and goals 

to formulate separate regimes. The Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump administrations are 

assigned to the rehabilitator, enforcer, and hybrid regimes respectively. This table establishes a 

guiding framework for the subsequent literature review section of this chapter. Additionally, it is 

formatted similarly to Curley’s models of emergency state-building (Curley 2015, 698). 
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Table 2 

 REHABLITATOR ENFORCER HYBRID  

LEGISLATION/ 

POLICY 

STRATEGIES 

Medicalization of 

drug abuse and 

addiction 

Demand-Side 

 

Increase criminal 

penalties 

Supply-Side 

Fairer sentencing 

Renewed 

rehabilitation 

programs 

Combined focus on 

Supply and Demand-

Side  

IMPACTS OF 

LEGISLATION 

Expansion of 

Treatment and 

Rehabilitation 

Programs 

 

Expansion of Law 

Enforcement resources 

Split between law 

enforcement and 

rehabilitation 

programs 

Slight lean towards 

enforcement 

RHETORIC Social Welfare 

Public Health 

Criminal 

Incarceration 

Law and Order 

Combination of 

arrests and providing 

general welfare  

OVERALL 

GOALS 

Domestically 

Focused 

Expansion of social 

services for addicts 

 

International priorities 

Interdiction campaigns 

Border security 

Domestically focused 

on arrests  

Both Domestic and 

International Priorities 

 

President Nixon became known his explicit declaration of war on drugs in America. 

However, he didn’t want the war fought through the international sphere, this was going to be a 

domestic war on addiction and American drug prevalence. This war sought to eliminate the 

demand of drugs, treat the addicted, and institute a formulaic system of criminalizing that will 

eventually lead to the war’s victory (Controlled Substances Act 1970). The Nixon 

administration’s development of treatment programs, such as methadone maintenance clinics for 

heroin addicts, established a rehabilitating strategy (Raz 2017, 58). This would classify the 

administration as the rehabilitator policing regime.  
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President Reagan focused on reducing the overall supply of drugs, taking an active 

approach to policing and criminalizing petty possession, instituting a regime of harsh 

penalization. This took the form of both an active policing approach domestically, but efforts by 

the U.S. DEA, CIA, and FBI abroad in interdiction campaigns primarily in South and Central 

America. These programs were usually in bilateral collaboration with the governments of key 

drug source-nations. The philosophy was to eliminate the production straight from the source, 

based on the assumption a reduction of the supply of drugs would raise prices and decrease 

availability. The Reagan administration can be determined to fall under the enforcer regime.  

Finally, there is the hybrid regime, best attributed to the contemporary case of the Obama 

and Trump administrations. Under the Obama administration, reform efforts for fairer sentencing 

laws targeting disparities between crack and cocaine sentencing were addressed (Fair Sentencing 

Act 2010). The Trump administration passed legislation changing mandatory minimums 

sentencing laws and to reduce recidivism rates (First Step Act 2018). The trend for contemporary 

policy is geared towards slight alterations of past initiatives that were firmly instituted during the 

height of the war on drugs.  

These policing regimes are by no means exhaustive; they provide a theoretical framework 

to examine the factors to which these cases illustrate different administrative attitudes towards 

the policing of drugs in America. No single case perfectly conforms to the assigned policing 

regime. They are merely the best fit – qualities of each regime are prevalent in each case. 

Additionally, no case or example of administrative policy has led to either a purely police state 

regarding enforcement of drugs or a scientific-medicinal approach through treatment and 

rehabilitation programs. 
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Styles of Presidential Leadership 

 

Understanding Nixon’s leadership style and mechanisms of power usage are valuable for 

determining why the war on drugs emerged during his administration. Presidential leadership 

style is largely determined by an individual’s character, and under Skowronek’s terminology, 

Nixon follows the politics of preemption (Skowronek 1997, 43). Under this style of presidential 

leadership, he seeks to aggravating existing structures while generating a base of support, such as 

his movement with the war on drugs raising public awareness of the problem (Skowronek 1997, 

43). Consequentially, this leadership style results in judgements of character flaws and the 

likelihood of impeachment (Skowronek 1997, 44-45). Nixon’s impeachment was a disaster in the 

effectiveness in his leadership, but not tied to his drug policies.  

Nixon’s politics of preemption was focused on an order-shattering of President Johnson’s 

“Great Society,” an ideological disagreement with the previous administration. During his 1968 

presidential campaign, Nixon’s harsh critique of the Great Society occurred in conjunction with 

an affirmation of his own form of domestic spending against drug abuse (Nathan 1996, 155; Raz 

2017, 61). This was both ironic but indicative of his stance towards drugs, willing to break with 

the traditional notion of limited governmental spending and oversight to bring down the menace 

to society that drugs were.    

A re-shaping of public opinion was important to garner public support during the early 

stages of the offense campaign against drug consumption. Obtaining a positive public opinion, 

alongside spreading general public awareness is a rhetorical tool presidents used for public 

policy development (Rottinghaus 2008, 62). Strategically, there was the instatement of a more 

centralized and expanded public opinion poll inside the White House under Nixon (Rottinghaus 
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2008, 64). This allows for a greater understanding of the popularity of certain presidential 

actions, and if an agenda is perceived to be working, the policy strategy would continue.  

Leadership style differs among presidents, and as Skowronek did with Nixon, Reagan 

comes up in his examination of leadership (Skowronek 1997). Reagan’s leadership style is best 

characterized as Reconstruction; faced with an economic crisis and Republican victories in the 

Senate, this marked a time in American politics where the executive leadership could easily 

initiate substantive change (Skowronek 1997, 414). However, the administration still struggled 

with balancing Reagan’s agenda compared to previous strong reconstructionist administrations 

(Skowronek 1997, 416-418). 

Reagan expanded the international suppression of drug markets, using the supply-side 

regulatory philosophy as the driving mechanism (Falco 1996, 122). Federal funding for 

interdiction programs under the Reagan administration surged to $1.6 billion by 1987, triple 

what it was in 1981 (Falco 1996, 122). The international suppression of drug markets and 

domestic enforcement spending puts Reagan in the realm of the enforcer policing regime. 

Similar to Nixon, Reagan spoke out against the “evil scourge” of drugs abuse during his 

inaugural address in 1981, beginning the launch of his supply-side targeting as the policy 

solution to drug abuse in America (Falco 1992, 3; Reagan 1981). The rhetorical campaign from 

Reagan didn’t stop with his inaugural address, but it intensified during his two terms. President 

Reagan announced in a national address with first lady Nancy Reagan, drug trafficking was to be 

treated “as a threat to national security” (Reagan 1986). The designation of drug trafficking as a 

threat to national security provides the justification for a further patrol of domestic services and 

increased law enforcement resources to secure the nation. While these administrations aligned in 

certain roles, Skowronek argues that more recent administrations are unable to fall under a 
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predictable alignment. The Obama and Trump administrations under the contemporary case are 

unable to fit this mold, and as such will be analyzed under different characterizing language. 

Past models of presidential leadership are increasingly difficult to translate to the 

contemporary presidencies. Under Obama leadership, the 2008 election used the campaign 

slogan of “Hope” to build off the desires of left-leaning individuals. The campaign and 

administration relied on popularity and a positive public image generation rather than specific 

public policy answers, even despite Obama’s progressive visions (Engbers and Fucilla 2012, 

1129-1130). This is defined as framing, where certain rhetoric allows for the president to present 

a topic with ambiguous, yet hopeful solutions to the public and garner support without 

articulating substantial policy changes (Engbers and Fucilla 2012, 1135). President Obama’s 

primary framing objectives were found to utilize “transformation leadership” (Engbers and 

Fucilla 2012, 1139). This leadership was met with several difficulties, deriving from partisan 

fighting and the issuance of promises that could not be kept. 

Obama had acquired a “new American party system,” developed and refined from past 

administrations, that focused on a strong presidential leadership during a time of general public 

distrust, party polarization, and difficult public policy decisions (Milkis et al. 2012, 58). This 

made policymaking, especially after the 2010 midterm election, difficult for the president 

without relying on overwhelming executive partisan authority. Unilateral executive action had to 

occur under the obstructionist congress during the 2nd half of the president’s first term, which has 

become a popular tool among presidents during the last 20 years (Laing and McCaffrie 2017, 

464-466). The reliance on unilateral action has some general popular support, regardless if the 

policy platform is opposed by the public (Reeves et al. 2017, 463). In this new era, there is an 

increased concentration in both the public support and confidence of the use of unilateral 
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executive action to push policies, however Obama was unsuccessful in implementing substantial 

drug and prison reform through this mechanism.  

Considering the charismatic leader Barack Obama was, he was unable to make a dramatic 

change to the prison and policing systems. The Fair Sentencing Act of 2010 reduced the crack to 

powdered cocaine sentencing disparity, but didn’t entirely remove it. Additionally, Obama’s 

Task Force on 21st Century Policing was originally instituted as a response to the shooting of 

Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, but resulted in minimal impact to structural changes in 

policing. This commission provided a series of recommendations for police departments to 

administer, as a “grand strategy” of contemporary policing reform. Community policing and 

heightened oversight were the primary goals of these recommendations; by having police 

officers engage with community members, they would strengthen relationships and build trust 

that seeks to minimize shootings and maximize safety (President’s Task Force on 21st Century 

Policing 2015, 3). However, without any enforcement mechanism for police departments to 

adopt these recommendations nation-wide, these strategies were representative of a good strategy 

that lacked the resources for implementation without a legislative backing.  

The Obama administration began under strong leadership, visions of hope, and strategies 

to make substantial changes in society, for the greater benefit of all Americans. However, these 

calls for hope and unity fizzled out under partisan gridlock, and a discouraged president who 

merely sought a collaborative, idealist effort to better society. In foreign policy, he established an 

“Obama Doctrine” that combined isolationism and internationalism, originally strategies used 

entirely separately, now were created into a newly hybridized approach (Löfflamann 2017, 177). 

Despite the grand promises at reforming and unifying American society, outside of a few major 

changes, the gridlocked congress stopped short of passing a substantial change to drug policy 
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and policing, among other key issues. Obama as an individual was a hopeful and well-spoken 

leader, but unfortunately got stuck in the worst part of public leadership: politics. 

The current Trump administration, while riddled with peculiar situations and 

appointments, tells a similar narrative in leadership style as under Obama. His campaign was in 

total defiance of the past party of the democratic establishment, but still followed the rhetorical 

style of Obama, by offering up large-scale promises and language that focused on the greatness 

and betterment of the future of American society. Like Obama’s campaign to run on “Hope,” 

Trump ran on “Make America Great Again,” a slogan heavily supported among white males, but 

in direct language offered similar promises of greatness in subsequent years under his leadership 

(Rockman 2016, 442). He differs from the former president primarily in the divisiveness of his 

messages, while using language to promote greatness and unity, there are staunchly racist, 

exclusionist, and anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim messages emphasized by the president and his 

allies (Mahmood and Cheema 2018, 4). This divisiveness appeals to his popular base, 

intensifying the support and unconditional loyalty through a homogenous coalition. A response 

to this divisiveness was presented through the midterm elections in 2018. 

Losing the House to Democratic leadership, Trump’s congressional support was lessened, 

holding narrowly on to a partisan majority in the Senate. This is an important consideration when 

comparing the two administrations, as complete partisan obstruction is possible, but to a different 

degree than under Obama. Obama had the same unified party leadership for the first two 

“honeymoon” years, riding of the popular backing of campaign promises as did Trump. 

However, both administrations were deemed quite unpopular by the other side of the partisan 

isle, manifesting itself in the results of congressional midterms, forcing both administrations to 

take a leap of unitary partisan leadership. Because of the increased use of executive orders under 
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Bush and Obama, it has refined a precedent of unitary executive leadership, allowing the Trump 

administration to take full advantage of this if necessary to push a particular policy issue without 

the consultation of congress (Crouch et al. 2017, 571). While still underway, we are likely to 

continue to see contemporary administrations like Trump utilize these expanded unitary powers. 

There is a significant likeness of foreign policy strategies under Obama and Trump, 

representative of the hybrid strategies of in the policing regime typology, just applied to a 

different context. They are equivalent in the novelty of their platforms, ignoring the historic 

precedent of either isolationist or internationalist. Instead, Trump’s “America First” strategy 

seeks a pragmatic, isolationism or internationalism if the net return is heavily in America’s favor 

(Mahmood and Cheema 2018, 2-3). Currently the strong American First campaign promises 

have been somewhat fulfilled, but the large-scale abolition of NAFTA wasn’t incorporated, 

instead USMCA was ratified as a modified replacement, a reform, but not the dramatic change 

the campaign hoped for (Pfiffner 2018, 155).  

Like Obama, the reform instituted for the criminal justice system was minimalistic but 

addressed problems in the current state of affairs. Attempting to address recidivism, the First 

Step Act sought education and rehabilitation programs to reduce re-offense rates and issue a 

better reentry to society for the formerly incarcerated (First Step Act 2018). There had been an 

initial focus on the opioid crisis in the early months of the Trump administration, establishing a 

President’s Commission on Combating Drug Addiction on the Opioid Crisis in 2017. This 

commission’s purpose was to recommend policy strategies for the president, however it’s 

increasingly a consideration of the past after the passage of the First Step Act. It was not a future 

priority of this administration, but rather it seeks the grand strategy approach to both order-

shatter the previous administration’s accomplishments and reconstruct new ones. This leadership 
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creates a dynamic of policy stagnation, a back and forth process of deconstructing and 

reconstructing, an endless zero-sum game.  

Skowronek is likely to agree to some extent, with the above presentation of the two 

contemporary administrations. While substantially different in partisan use of rhetoric and 

policies, they share similar attributes of popular appeasement and large, unsubstantiated 

promises limited under a partisan system. Using his language, these administrations are 

simultaneously order-shattering and reconstructionist, where they seek to completely generate 

popular support as an opposition party candidate and “rebuild” America in their own vision. 

These fall under the hybrid policing regime as a direct result of their styles of leadership. They 

have combined domestic and foreign policy strategies out of past administrations to create an 

entirely new form of contemporary presidential leadership. A new type presidency has emerged 

since 2008, that concentrate unitary power in the executive, heavily relying on partisanship, and 

garnering of public support through strong rhetoric. Perhaps in the coming administration there 

will be a new style of leadership emerging, however between Trump and Biden we may see the 

same pattern repeat itself for another four years, at the minimum.  

 

Regulatory Philosophies to Reduce Drug Prevalence in Society 

 

Historically, the United States has two primary regulatory approaches to reduce the 

volume of drugs entering the country – targeting demand or targeting supply. Demand reduction 

prioritizes treatment and rehabilitation, removing an individual users’ dependency on an illicit 

substance. There has been limited attention to this regulatory philosophy, exemplified in Table 1, 

indicating only the Nixon and “interim period one;” the Ford and Carter administrations, 
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prioritized a demand reduction strategy. Demand reduction strategies fall under the rehabilitator 

policing regime. Supply reduction has historically remained as the dominating approach to drug 

policy strategies in the United States.  The enforcer regime’s priorities require this essential 

reduction philosophy. The primary mechanisms to achieve this regulatory philosophy involved a 

priority of law enforcement both domestically and internationally. Destruction and eradication of 

drugs in their source production nations paired with an emphasis of law enforcement arrests of 

drug distributors has the goal of inducing a strain on supply and therefore drives up cost for the 

individual user. The contemporary case containing the Obama and Trump administrations has 

taken a hybrid approach to these regulatory mechanisms. Pairing demand reduction and supply 

reduction strategies has given the case a comprehensive approach which does not limit resource 

allocation to a particular philosophy. This hybrid approach fits the typological description of 

policing regimes outlined in Table 2. Combining philosophies is a new phenomenon. 

Historically, the United States is rooted in supply reduction techniques that only changed to 

demand reduction under the Nixon administration and briefly thereafter.  

The beginning of the 20th century established new regulatory attitudes towards trafficking 

and importation of opium among several governments. In collaboration, the United States and 

United Kingdom implemented the first international conference on opium traffic and control in 

1909, to initiate multilateral conferences poised to strategically eliminate consumption and trade 

of opium internationally (Foster 2010, 6; Recio 2002, 21). Fostering any change required a 

promotion of prohibitory attitudes and some form of harsher regulation towards non-medical 

narcotic consumption (Foster 2010, 6). At the time of the conference, opium was legal, but the 

future of its legality was challenged with greater prohibitory developments.  
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These multinational conferences merely established an understanding that a problem 

exists and should be addressed. Therefore, regulatory legislation was introduced to establish 

official measures to reduce drug misuse. The passage of the Harrison Narcotics Tax Act of 1914 

established economic pressure on the importation of opium and its derivatives, requiring a 

medical prescription to purchase, reprioritizing drug policy in the U.S. agenda (Sharp 1992, 539; 

Harrison Narcotics Tax Act 1914; Recio 2002, 25). Some scholars argue this is the formal 

initiation of the United States government’s war on drugs, much less explicitly than President 

Nixon’s formal declaration in 1971 (Redford and Powell 2016, 509). This act challenged the 

status quo by pushing regulatory oversight of drug importation and distribution. Its purpose 

instilled economic pressure by registering importers, manufactures, and distributors of certain 

drugs with the Treasury Department, requiring them to pay taxes and document each transaction 

(Sacco 2014, 3). The method of acquiring cocaine or opiates now was directed by physicians, but 

enforcement provisions were ambiguous in their scope, resulting in physician arrests and a surge 

in the black market drug trade (Sacco 2014, 3). Regulation failed to establish a safe drug 

consumer drug market, backfiring and creating an illicit black market.  

 The early 20th century supplied examples that regulation of drug consumption was not 

limited to the Nixon administration and onward. Instead, mechanisms have been instituted since 

as early as 1914 to address drug misuse among the nation’s citizens. These early examples do 

highlight the government’s attempts to fix problems with drug use, however the scope and 

degree of perceived severity is unparalleled to those of 1970s and 1980s America.  

This paper classifies the Nixon administration as a rehabilitator regime, as it follows a 

prioritization of treatment, rehabilitation and prevention programs to reduce drug consumption 

using a demand-reduction strategy. Demand-reduction strategies attempt to reduce demand for 
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drug consumption by removing drug dependency and addiction from the individual. This 

strategy focuses on the individual rather than large-scale distributors, as a reduction in overall 

demand renders these large-scale operations useless. The early years of the administration did 

attempt supply reduction, but the efforts at eliminating international trafficking heroin from 

Southeast Asia were not successful, so a rehabilitative approach was a positive alternative to 

former methods of drug suppression (Walsh 1971, 32; Metlay 2013, 141). This rehabilitator 

regime enables an important discussion about the expansion of medical practices and scientific 

research that grew substantially during the Nixon administration as a first attempt to initiate a 

war on drugs.  

Congressional funding for drug addiction was drastically increased during the Nixon 

administration, emphasizing the desire to maintain programs initiated under the Controlled 

Substance Act. Soldiers in Vietnam were suffering with heroin addictions, which prompted the 

president to declare drug abuse as a national emergency, requesting two-thirds of the $153 

million in funding to go towards rehabilitation and treatment programs (Walsh 1971, 32). Instead 

of the government criticizing and criminalizing the behavior of soldiers abroad, they sought to 

reduce drug consumption through addiction treatment. Out of the fear of heroin addiction and 

other substance abuse spreading to more affluent white neighborhoods, Nixon approached drug 

abuse with greater compassion and his advisors urged him to treat it as a disease (Metlay 2013, 

145). As such, treatment strategies were pursued significantly to combat the proliferation of drug 

abuse in America, to avoid a “drug society.” Methadone clinics became an incredibly useful 

treatment for the management of those dealing with heroin addictions, however, they failed to 

implement them at a national strategy (Raz 2017, 76). The expansion of the scope of methadone 

clinics to include more than the currently estimated one-quarter of addicts that the program 
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reaches now could result in a higher effectiveness (Raz 2017, 76). These efforts were not limited 

to members of the military, but were targeted towards all populations of America in order to 

combat the war on drugs, by controlling individual addiction. Combatting drug addiction through 

treatment and rehabilitation programs was one step, another was medical research.  

Substance abuse and addiction research underwent a major expansion in scale and scope 

from 1970 onward, under initiatives of the Nixon administration to treat addiction as a key 

problem in the war on drugs. The emphasis on drug addiction research began by establishing The 

Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention (SAODAP), a major opportunity for drug 

abuse research to be performed under the guidance of the federal government (Metlay 2013, 

126). While this office targeted larger-scale problem, not binding itself to particular drugs, the 

Controlled Substances Act established a commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse. Two 

studies emerged detailing the effects on the individual cannabis had, which had been widely used 

among the youth during the 1960s and continues to this day. The second report concluded the 

individual user faced minimal dangers upon consuming cannabis, and recommended for the 

decriminalization and subsequent federal government regulation of the drug (Marihuana: A 

Signal of Misunderstanding 1972, 1161). While ignored by the president, this study is 

profoundly impactful to widespread contemporary attitudes to cannabis, with some form of 

legalization and decriminalization now in nearly every state, studies in 1972 contributed to a 

greater medical understanding of cannabis and other illegal substances. The Nixon 

administration following a demand-reduction strategy made advancements in addiction and 

substance abuse studies, and shined light on the effects certain substances had on the human 

body. 
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Expanding access to educational resources became an important tool for Nixon, and 

preventative measures are an important component of demand-reduction. The youth were 

targeted groups due to the minimal effectiveness of enforcement programs as deterrence, so an 

expansion of access to drug education was essential (Musto and Korsmeyer 2002, 73) A 

prevention strategy may discourage initial drug use from a young age, striving to be a successful 

portion of the demand-reduction strategy, without resorting to addiction treatment and 

rehabilitation. Theoretically, the overall costs of successful prevention programs may pale in 

comparison to treating the problem of addiction after it has already begun. The Reagan 

administration initiated an incredibly famous educational campaign, led under First Lady Nancy 

Reagan with the slogan “Just Say No.” These efforts were geared towards children and young 

adults of school-age as a measure to reduce the youth consumption of drugs, and potential 

subsequent spiral of using hard drugs into adulthood. However, the Reagan administration 

generally sought a different approach to reducing drug consumption in the United States: 

initiation an all-out offensive on international and domestic distribution through heavy penal 

enforcement.    

The Reagan administration reallocated priorities to address the proliferation of drug 

consumption, primarily fighting the total volume of drugs entering the nation. In an address to 

the nation, President Reagan spoke about “separating the drugs from the customer,” seeking to 

establish a policy directive with targeting drugs from the source as its primary function (Reagan 

1986). While production and distribution occur globally, Colombia, Bolivia and Peru were key 

source nations (i.e. nations that maintained agricultural, production, refinement, or distributive 

holdings) during the 1980s, which largely intertwined their economies in the illicit drug trade. 

Colombia was the world’s leading refined exporter of cocaine, providing significant profitable 
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business to bolster the nation’s economy (Falco 1992, 3-4). The FBI placed agents and 

geographic resources to provide for an expansion of the scope of DEA during the early years of 

Reagan’s administration (Giuliani 1985, 714). If agents targeted the highest-level distributors or 

manufactures in international or multi-state operations as opposed to individual street dealers, 

supply would be more dramatically cut back (Giuliani 1985, 715). Thus, an international war on 

drugs commenced to a scale unknown to any administration previously. 

Colombia and Bolivia were nations heavily involved in interdiction and eradication 

campaigns, following a supply-reduction strategy. They were important targets due to their 

national economic reliance on international narco-trafficking, establishing rigid drug market 

entanglement. Between 1982 and 1987, the amount of coca grown in South America more than 

doubled despite these eradication efforts (Andreas and Youngers 1989, 553). The numbers 

indicate the eradication and interdiction efforts did not result in a decline in net supply, despite 

the billions of dollars the United States government spent to fight this war. It also proves a 

resilience to the market when closely integrated into a nation’s economy. Reagan nonetheless did 

not stop interdiction programs during his administration, setting the precedent for CIA and DEA 

involvement in international drug suppression operations from the 1980s to present day.  

The CIA was used in international drug eradication campaigns in the Andean region, 

encompassing Bolivia and Peru. Bolivia was the second largest producer of the raw coca leaf in 

South America, which when refined in Colombia would be turned into powdered cocaine. The 

United States saw this as a key target for an eradication campaign, led by the CIA under 

Operation Blast Furnace, seeking to destroy coca fields through aerial programs (CIA: Operation 

Blast Furnace, 1986). However, it was found these programs were limited to short-term losses; 

due to the high profitability of the drug trade, traffickers maintained the capital to recover the 
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losses from destroyed product and continue production (CIA: Operation Blast Furnace, 1986). 

This conclusion was not made public until much later, as many of these operations were deemed 

classified under claims of national security.   

These efforts were a failure largely due to heavy economic reliance on the drug trade for 

small and large-scale agriculture, cash crops like tobacco in early United States development. In 

Bolivia, an approach of alternative development was taken as a measure for coca reduction by an 

economic diversification (Aragañarás 1997, 60). Bolivia’s economy and livelihood of so many 

was fundamental with the cultivation of the coca plant, allowing some to rise from urban 

unemployment to a virtuous empowerment through agriculture (Aragañarás 1997, 62). 

Colombia’s trafficking net worth monopolized about 80% of the cocaine entering the United 

States during the late 1980s, establishing a line of extremely rapid capital generation (Andreas 

and Youngers 1989, 333). Since these efforts were divided by country, all the nations involved 

were targeted by various campaigns from the U.S. government in cooperation with their 

respective governments. The Reagan administration developed an extensive system to target 

foreign nation’s drug production and attempt to reduce drug trafficking to America, with limited 

proven success. This strategy of interdiction and eradication campaigns remains present in 

today’s drug policy apparatus, but not to the same emphasis as the Reagan administration.   

The contemporary case of the Obama and Trump administrations do not directly fit one 

of the above regulatory philosophies entirely, but rather a hybrid system that allows for 

rehabilitation and punitive policing measures though domestic and international drug trafficking 

suppression. These administrations have sought an approach that utilizes the efforts of former 

administrations, and one that makes gradual reforms to improve upon the existing system. 
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Obama implemented a series of reforms that target key treatment and rehabilitation, 

expanding funding in addiction and mental health services (Bartilow 2019, 213). A leveling of 

funding and prioritization allow for a hybrid regime to take place, altering slightly the landscape 

under Reagan that drove a heavy enforcer governance. However, under Obama as well as 

Trump, the legacy of the war on drugs as a historical institution of enforcement continued 

(Bartilow 2019, 210). The minimalist approach to reforming drug policy was pursued to appease 

a bipartisan coalition, even during a time of significant civil unrest against police brutality and 

outlandish prison sentences for drug possession (Lassiter 2018, 163). Instead of removing 

enforcement mechanisms of the war on drugs, Obama continued to focus on treatment and 

rehabilitation, leaving many enforcer-leaning policies untouched. This administration began the 

shift away from either a demand or supply reduction strategy, but to incorporate some of both for 

a comprehensive approach to reducing drug consumption in America. 

The Trump administration inherited a difficult situation in an escalating rise in opioid 

overdoses among American men, pursing a wide variety of strategies to combat this issue. He 

declared a national emergency in October of 2017, emphasizing the severity of the issue with the 

goals of expanding education, treatment, prevention and interdiction efforts to reduce opioid-

related overdoses (Realuyo 2019, 137). The administration believes that using this hybrid 

approach to reducing drug consumption is the best mechanism for a healthier and safer public. 

These priorities are evident in the recent 2020 National Drug Control Budget proposal, 

requesting $34.57 billion, compared to 2019’s budget of $33.31 billion (National Drug Control 

Budget 2019, 6). The allocated funds represent a close division between treatment programs and 

law enforcement, providing 51.2% of the budget for treatment and 48.8% for law enforcement 

(National Drug Control Budget 2019, 6). These priorities indicate a relative focus on targeting 
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both aspects of the drug problem, while also increasing the spending of the war on drugs due to 

the status of the opioid epidemic. Merging the two approaches is the important distinction 

between the contemporary case and the previous Nixon and Reagan administrations.   

This chapter outlined the foundation for the paper’s argument that certain legislative 

efforts, presidential rhetoric, and administrative goals constitute an apparatus that construct 

distinct policing regimes upon variance among those categories. The rehabilitator, enforcer, and 

hybrid regimes are assigned to the Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump administrations, 

respectively in Table 2, and are valuable in explaining the trends in drug policy since the early 

20th century.  The next chapter argues that policing is intertwined in America’s history of slavery 

and social control of people of color, placing today’s debate on solving contemporary policing in 

a delicate situation that must address America’s racist history.  

 

Chapter III. Policing and Race – Historically Intertwined 

 

On January 20, 2009, Barack Obama became the first African American president in 

United States’ history. Shortly following this historic moment, media pundits begun to question 

if we now lived in a “post-racial society” (Belkhir 2011, 124). The term post-racial avoids a 

conversation about a racialized society during the era of slavery and subsequently Jim Crow 

laws, and indicates that we have surpassed that legacy through one election (Gautier 2011, 93). 

We have institutions that have systematically engrained racial inequity into their functions. The 

criminal justice system, comprising of policing, prisons, and transitional efforts such as parole 

and probation, are key institutions that keep race alive (Frampton et. al. 2008, 8). Race lacks 

biological relevance, and is implemented as a social construct to emphasize physical and social 
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differences of individuals (Frampton et. al. 2008, 8). The social construct has resulted in the 

disproportionate subjugation of certain demographics in the population, beginning most 

significantly with an enslavement of Africans for the benefit of white plantation owners. The 

construction of race justified this behavior, by creating a distance between an enslaved person 

and plantation owner simply through skin-tone. Race has been a system of social control, utilized 

not only by the historical institution of slavery and subsequent discriminatory laws of Jim Crow, 

but has evolved through contemporary institutions. Police and the criminal justice system are the 

modern forms of social control of African Americans and ethnic minorities, described in the 

work of Michelle Alexander as the “New Jim Crow” (Alexander 2012). 

The United States has a long and traumatic history involving racial and ethnic 

discrimination. Born from British colonization, the landscape was altered to cultivate luxury and 

commodity crops, found to be an incredibly laborious process. The British drove the original 

owners of this land Westward, concentrating the Native Americans to reservations. The Southern 

plantation economy began to develop as decades passed, forcing imported enslaved persons from 

continental Africa to work in a grueling environment. An eventual emancipation of enslaved 

people to free African Americans presented a new dilemma – what form will oppression take 

place now? Jim Crow laws were the solution, with severe restrictions on African Americans’ 

right to vote, work, and reside in the same public environment as white Americans. 

Discriminatory behavior did not stop with the Civil Rights Act, thought to bring an end to the 

blatant racism and prejudice in America, but it was a step in the right direction. What remains 

consistent is that the United States’ cultural attitude towards minority populations has historically 

been rooted in a discriminatory and oppressive framework of exploitation. Police are no 

exception to this history. As an enforcer of the law, they lead certain charges for racial and ethnic 
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profiling and disproportionate penalization of behavior. The criminal justice system today 

receives a disproportionate share of people of color, with drug offenses comprising a significant 

percent. The apparatus of drug policy enforcement is unfair to racial and ethnic minorities, 

enforced by a police system that is riddled with unconscious discrimination from both a 

historical legacy and contemporary attitudes.  

As a policy platform, instituting an offensive campaign against drug possession, 

consumption, distribution and manufacturing has resulted in anticrime apparatus that placed 

millions of Americans under the carceral state every year. An agenda that seeks to minimize 

community disruption and crime prevention may sound nonconsequential and even significantly 

beneficial for society at first. However, the war on drugs focuses primarily on black youth and 

their families to entangle them in the criminal justice system, which supplants a variety of ill-

effects and disruptions on these individuals’ livelihoods (Hinton 2016, 10). This has led to what 

Michelle Alexander describes as “The New Jim Crow,” the perpetuation Jim Crow-style 

repression of African Americans through the modern day criminal justice system (Alexander 

2012). This helps us explore the third guiding question that frames this thesis, regarding racially 

inequitable provisions in drug enforcement. Chapter two included the presentation of the theory 

of the policing regime typology, whereas this chapter presents the early example of 

institutionalized racism in the criminal justice system through the oppressive enforcement 

regimes of the Southern slave patrol. 

This chapter begins by considering slavery and in particular the slave patrols that are 

originating mechanisms of the enforcer policing regime. It continues by examining a racialized 

enforcement mechanism, dubiously dubbed “Operation-Cul-de-Sac,” and describes the race-

driven mass incarceration system. This is the point where the rhetoric and actions of policing 
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regimes and race merge to create a new system of institutionalized racism, under the guise of 

drug reform. The final section concludes this is still the case today, even as recently as the 

Obama and Trump administrations.  

 

The Legacy of the Slave Patrol in Modern Policing 

 

The modern American policing system has its root in colonial times, as a simpler system 

of law enforcement and social control, but many would see it as limited in its usages. This 

section seeks to draw parallels in enforcement mechanisms of the slave patrol in the Southern 

United States and the modern criminal justice system.  A system of “policing” during the 

colonial era would not even be recognizable compared to our modern system (Williams 2015, 

50). The larger importance of studying these older forms of policing is examining why they were 

instituted and what purposes they served. Primarily in the Southern portion of the country, there 

were concerns arising of the lack of an informal system of law enforcement. Southern states were 

quick to institute program of social control for the imported enslaved population to maintain an 

exploitation of black bodies. Modern American policing should acknowledge its process of 

origination and development, as it contains a legacy of racism - the slave patrol. 

Enslaved persons were violently and forcefully taken to work in the plantation economy 

that dominated the Southern American landscape. This economy was essential to maintain for 

stability, and any disruptions may prove challenging to the owners of these plantations. Despite 

the severe oppression enslaved people faced, there was still the numbers in their favor, and this 

brought fear to the white population. White people most feared the possibility of enslaved people 

revolting against the oppressive conditions they suffered under – to fight for their freedom 
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(Williams 2015, 63). Fear can be a powerful motivating factor, and the South began to establish 

a regime of policing known as the slave patrol, mimicking many of the enforcement features we 

see in modern policing (Williams 2015, 63). The purpose was to catch any runaway enslaved 

people, bring them back to the plantation, and maintain a strong system of order and social 

control (Williams 2015, 64). These patrols were largely decentralized and locally-focused, fueled 

on white racism to survive, and this informal authority kept the state weak but the plantations 

strong (Williams 2015, 66). They weren’t limited to the rural agrarian centers either, similar 

agencies sought out enslaved people but even free-black people as well in urban areas (Williams 

2015, 71). Upholding the status quo of white supremacy, the slave patrol serves as a reference 

that enforcement regimes have existed for a long time in America.  

Southern plantations feared the potential of slave revolt, but likely shared a greater fear of 

enslaved persons’ emancipation. For the plantation owners, this meant a drastic threat to the 

economic stability and social order of the south (Deflem 2017, 48). This fear was constructed 

both out of a potential loss of income, and largely out of the racist system of exploiting enslaved 

Africans for free forced labor. If the system could not work without this abhorrent display of 

cruel exploitation, then it was clearly doomed to fail from the beginning. A fear of loss is natural, 

regardless of the object, person, culture, that is in question. In the case of cultural identity, many 

Americans fear losing the majority (white) cultural identity which may be a catalyst for a racial 

and ethnic antagonism, providing a justification for a mobilized social control effort initiated by 

the police (Jackson 1989, 123). This is a problematic fear however, as it instills discriminatory 

behavior by wishing to secure a white culture as dominant in society, when there is no explicit 

need for this to take place.  
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The police served too as a substantial profiler of black people moving freely. In the South 

before the Civil War, blacks who were not with a white person would be scrutinized by 

authorities under suspicion of a runaway enslave person (Kennedy 1997, 138). This suspicion 

was a profiling entirely based off the racist beliefs and obvious skin-tone as a determinant for 

social placement, and these stops occurred regardless of the person’s status of enslaved, free, or 

fugitive from bondage (Kennedy 1997, 138). Language of “reasonable suspicion” today has 

resounding familiarity, presiding as the justification for police to pursue a policy in New York 

known as “stop-and-frisk.” The context has changed substantially, but the actions of police, the 

unprompted stops of people of color on the street based off suspicion, has a background during 

the height of slave society America.  

 Policing is one component of the criminal justice system, and the courts are important 

structures in legitimizing police’s actions against those they profile, stop, and arrest. The courts 

during antebellum America were discriminatory, especially when the motives of legal repression 

of enslaved purposes meant a stable plantation economy. The owners of enslaved people were 

not subject equally to the law; if the owner murdered an enslaved person they could claim that 

they their slave didn’t obey orders, and the manslaughter charged would be dropped without 

question in several Southern states (Kennedy 1997, 30). Even if this occurrence was rare, it 

indicated near immunity for the owners of enslaved people and the court-affirmed legalization of 

justified killings and beatings of black bodies (Kennedy 1997, 31-33). Courts in the 18th and 19th 

century cannot translate to the legal structures put into place today, due to the dramatic expanse 

in equality provisions and amendments passed. However, the notion of unequal protection of 

people of color in criminal trials has levels of familiarity in modern days.  
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The purpose of this section is not to equate policing of people of color to the slave patrols 

in the antebellum South, but to highlight that the origination of modern policing was from a 

system to maintain racial oppression. Oppression that fed into a failing system: without the slave 

patrol, slavery would likely cease to operate, and without slavery, the racism fueling the system 

of slave patrols would also cease to function. This paradox is complicated, and by simply tracing 

the historical development the South inevitably lost this racist institution of slavery. But the slave 

patrol is not to be forgotten as an “order-maintenance tool.” The legacy of the Southern slave 

patrol is extremely relevant when seeking policy reform towards contemporary policing (Spruill 

2020, 44).  

Today, criminal injustice occurs among police officers occasionally, and when it does it 

spreads through media like wildfire. Recently, the killings of unarmed black men have been seen 

on news channels shot over cellphone video, and in the case of Michael Brown and many 

unfortunately others, the officer receive no criminal penalties. These patterns of minimal, if any, 

legal recourse predate modern policing and show signs of both the slave patrol and Jim Crow 

laws that people of color are being mistreated with no consequences to the white oppressor 

(Spruill 2020, 44). While the practice of the slave patrol is now distant history, the institution of 

police did emerge from one built solely to oppress enslaved Africans. It may not be the 

individual officer that is to blame, but rather the problematic nature of the system and its inherent 

inequalities that we must address to create a more perfect solution.     
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Police as a Racially Targeting Aggressor 

 

Depending on one’s lived experiences with police, their perceptions can vary from 

visualizing the men and women in blue from aggressors to protectors of the law to heroes. Police 

do serve a vital role in society, as first-responders for an incredibly diverse array of crimes, 

disasters, accidents. Most individuals will never have to experience situations that police officers 

face in a week. However, as stressful an environment as it is to be a police officer, individuals in 

society are systematically treated differently by police simply due to skin color, and therefore 

have a livelihood that is entirely different than those ignored by the police. 

Privilege is manifested in society’s ruling class, and in America this is historically 

resounding in the white population over people of color. Those in privilege may never witness 

the oppression occurring in black neighborhoods, establishing an ignorance of privilege that 

makes it difficult to acknowledge the very existence of privilege. This section focuses on the 

oppression policing disproportionately institute among neighborhoods of color, treating them 

entirely different than if they patrolled white neighborhoods. Police patrols are necessary for the 

maintenance of social order, but a constant patrol in neighborhoods of color creates a 

destabilizing colonizing force, not seen in white communities. Chris Hayes introduces this 

colonizing nature of police by stating that President Nixon himself used the language of people 

of color being “a colony in a nation,” by referring to government handouts during a 1968 

campaign speech (Hayes 2017, 30). Hayes expands this argument further than pandering 

rhetoric; he states that the nation is governed by two regimes: “the nation” which is a policing 

regime expected in a Democracy and “the colony,” a kind in occupied lands (Hayes 2017, 32). 

The reasoning is that people of color systematically are policed under different criteria than 
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white people. It’s a skin-tone privilege versus police racially profiling and locking up suspects. 

The colony is oppressed by the “colonizing” force of the police, whereas the nation can live 

freely and only punished democratically if only laws are broken and not suspected. The nation 

does not live in fear of the police, the colony does.  

Hayes’ work is not simply overthinking about police behavior or picturing the abstract, 

but the literal colonization of black neighborhoods was instigated most prominently through 

Operation Cul-de-Sac. The premise of this operation is blocking off a neighborhood deemed 

“high-crime” through placing barriers, isolating sections to form artificial communities (Hinton 

2016, 324-325). These communities, blocked off on one end, force residential vehicle traffic 

only, and that traffic is a loop – to discourage drug deals or drive-bys that can easily occur with 

someone driving off quickly without turning around. The logic, as with many of the anticrime 

policies during this era, has a rooted inherent logic for a crime deterrence and prevention 

strategy. There is no better example of the policing acting as a colonizing force as Operation 

Cul-de-Sac. Operation Cul-de-Sac effectively legalized police entry and obstruction of free 

movement of African Americans and low-income neighborhoods, and it did so under the guise of 

crime prevention and public safety. For some neighborhoods, barriers remained permanent, and 

the operation’s success in control extended the policy out of LA to other major cities across the 

country (Hinton 2016, 325). Crime prevention instituted through increase law enforcement 

expenditures relies on the enforcer policing regime, entirely justifying strong social control for 

the safety of communities.  

The presence of an outside force, virtually colonizing your home, provides some level of 

psychological distress to these communities. Police are by definition an organization that is 

promoting a form of social control, or social stability. This is done most simply by enforcing the 
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written laws of municipalities, the state, and the federal government. As a mechanism for social 

control, locking the individuals who are “higher-risk” away, in an out of sight out of mind 

mentality, it will never address the current social inequalities that are present in society. These 

inequalities will only continue to grow and manifest themselves unless an overhaul of criminal 

justice reform is passed.  

 

Eliminate Poverty, Criminalize Drugs, Institute Mass Incarceration 

 

Mass incarceration is an increasingly popular buzzword used in media and among 

political scientists alike to describe the phenomenon of the dramatic number of individuals 

locked away in our prison system, disproportionately people of color. This phenomenon did not 

occur overnight – in fact, it is a product of a series of policies and cultural attitudes that have 

been occurring for decades. This system of heightened incarceration is argued to begin largely 

under the Johnson administration, and dramatically escalated during Nixon and Reagan’s fierce 

war on drugs policies. This section seeks to explain the policies put in place as poverty 

alleviation and crime prevention as a preliminary system of criminalizing African American 

males’ behavior, escalating dramatically with the institution of the war on drugs.  

Social control of African Americans isn’t new to America – police born out of the slave 

patrol, social stigmas of people of color only seem to adjust to the historical context.  

Policymakers post-reconstruction utilized social control through the system of Jim Crow, 

restricting the right to vote of African Americans paired with destructive segregation of public 

and private spaces. Outside of Jim Crow, with the passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1964, white 

Americans began to fear the immense freedom African Americans earned both in terms of voting 
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rights, and in social freedom of assembly and simple incorporation in public spaces. President 

Johnson had the goal of a War on Poverty, issuing the first “war-like” rhetoric that addressed 

social problems, and this war constituted a series of job programs and one billion in aid to fight 

poverty (Hinton 2016, 50). This changed after civil unrest occurred throughout the nation; 

African Americans began to protest police and social injustices in a series of “social disorder” in 

major cities (Hinton 2016, 55-56). Responding to this, Johnson began the first steps of the mass 

incarceration of African Americans – the War on Crime, beginning with the significant 

expansion of the local law enforcement apparatus (Hinton 2016, 56). The War on Crime was 

only the beginning, as it was lacking the primary mechanism to place people of color in prison: 

easily enforceable, racially biased, laws. 

Drug policy at this stage hadn’t evolved dramatically. Since the initial ethnically 

prejudiced panic of Chinese immigrations associated with the rise of opium consumption during 

the 19th century, restrictions didn’t emerge until the war on drugs commenced (Kennedy 1997, 

366). The Nixon administration sought to change that, as the narrative has been told numerously, 

the Controlled Substances Act provided a massive foundation for widespread criminal 

prosecution for possession and distribution of a diverse array of drugs (Controlled Substances 

Act 1970). During the 1970s, there was a substantial rise in the prison population in direct 

correlation with the war on drugs sentencing provisions, increasing prisons 25% by the end of 

the decade to about half a million imprisoned (Hinton 2016, 163). This phenomenon continued 

during the Reagan administration at alarmingly increasing rates, with the emergence of the 

profound racial disparities. 

Arrests dramatically rose during the Reagan administration through the heavier 

enforcement procedures relative to Nixon; mandatory minimum sentencing laws, expanded 
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under the 1986 and 1988 Anti-Drug Abuse Acts additionally contributed to people imprisoned 

for longer periods of time. The racial arrest disparity, prevalent during the Nixon administration, 

equally is exacerbated by this heavy policing of drug users. In 1976, African Americans 

comprised of 22% of those arrests for drug use and whites 77%; in 1992, this inequality rose to 

40% of arrests being African Americans and 59% whites (Cooper 2015, 2). To contextualize the 

numbers more, the African American population was consistently around 12% of the nation’s 

population as a demographic, whites as about 82% (Cooper 2015, 2). During this period, it is 

evident that arrests have been racially inequitable as a portion of the population, placing 

hundreds of thousands of African Americans behind bars and damaging criminal records.   

“Pretextual” stops emerged under Reagan’s Operation Pipeline as a widespread program 

taught to police officers to use their discretion to pull vehicles over as part of drug interdiction 

protocol (Gross and Brames 2002, 671). They justified this as a means for seizure of illegal 

products, but saw a failure in any significant seizure of drugs and weapons. Used as a system to 

legally stereotype and stop African American men, the stops resulted in a failure rate to produce 

any illicit substances at 95% (Alexander 2012, 71). This was yet another system that sought to 

place African Americans at the center of policing, but to attempt to criminalize the simple facet 

of instituting social control of people of color.   

 Drug enforcement in the recent administration of Obama took similarly racially disparate 

actions. New York City’s policing policy titled stop-and-frisk, first initiated by Mayor Giuliani, 

was escalated from 2003 to 2012, with a peak of stops occurring in 2011 under then Mayor 

Bloomberg (Mears 2015, 159). During this period, 87% of those stopped were Black or Hispanic 

and in 90% of all cases there were no arrests or citations issued (Wright 2016, 26). Unprompted 

stops of individual were not a new policing technique, though in the post-9/11 world there was a 
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substantial increase in pretext stops (Wright 2016, 29). Sentencing for drug convictions is 

abhorrently disproportionately African American in most regions of the United States. In Illinois, 

African Americans make up 90% of individuals sentenced to prison for a drug offense, an 

astonishingly inequality (Alexander 2012, 189). Despite the efforts to research policing reform 

solutions, inequalities remained just as severe as ever in policing and sentencing practices under 

the nation’s first black president. The war on drugs has become so institutionally rigid through 

the decades of systematic oppression, it will take an extraordinary policy change to make a 

difference.  

With modern policing containing roots in the legacy of the slave patrol, the development 

of modern mass incarceration shares the similarly restrictive and oppressive traits as the old Jim 

Crow system. Both systems share forms of legalized discrimination, disenfranchisement, 

segregation and perpetuation of the narrative of race (Alexander 2012, 192-198). Incarceration is 

increasingly used as a recently modern tool for subversion of targeted populations. Prisons have 

taken the form as the “ghetto;” a system in isolating and separating one “deviant” population 

from the majority. Through policing, the prison system has become a new mechanism to confine 

primarily African Americans to replace the ghetto divisions that have diminished in effectivity 

over the years (Frampton et. al. 2008, 27). In other words, it has created a new system of 

segregating a portion of the population deemed “undesirable” by populations threatened by the 

encroaching premise of equality. There are more African American men involved in the 

contemporary carceral state, which includes prison or jail, parole and probation, than enslaved 

persons in 1850 (Alexander 2012, 180). If this shocking statement does not present a 

resoundingly problematic statistic to the degree we have a deeply expansive system of 

incarceration of African American men, nothing will. Telling the history of the institutional 
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development that led to mass incarceration is essential for the contextualization and acceptance 

that the suppression of African Americans has only changed in system, not time. Our nation has 

shifted from one system of oppression to another, and the war on drugs’ contribution to mass 

incarceration is its most recent reiteration. It is the “New Jim Crow” (Alexander 2012).   

 

Presidential Rhetoric and Perpetuating Prejudice 

 

This paper seeks to explain the rhetoric that presidents have instituted throughout the war 

on drugs as a mechanism to shape public opinion and attitudes towards their political positions. 

Race is not illusive to factor into the presidential rhetoric of drug policies, and this section 

documents the chosen cases of Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump to indicate the similarities of 

racially-motivated rhetoric in forming and perpetuating the war on drugs.   

President Nixon sought to establish ethnic and racial associations with drug consumption 

and illegal behavior to instill fear and anger to these populations, to blame for the ills the 

government was now combatting in society. He proposed to be a “law-and-order” candidate and 

“tough-on-crime,” which appears to not be racially-motivated. But, it’s clearly evident after his 

resignation that the administration had ulterior motives in creating the war on drugs as a means 

to oppression African American populations from their newly won Civil Rights.  

While President, Richard Nixon didn’t actively seek the role of racist rhetoric and 

demeaning of African Americans. It was, however, found central to the platform of the 

administration. Nixon’s chief of staff, H.R. Haldeman wrote several prominent diary entries 

about the diary interactions he had with the president. The most famous and significant entry that 
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has been circulated involves the president’s discussion of welfare, and particularly racist 

attitudes towards African Americans involved in the system. Haldeman writes  

“[The] President emphasized that you have to face the fact that the whole problem 

is really the blacks. The key is to devise a system that recognizes this while not 

appearing to. Problem with overall welfare plan is that it forces poor whites into 

same position as blacks. Feels we have to get rid of the veil of hypocrisy and guilt 

and face reality. Pointed out that there has never in history been an adequate black 

nation - and they are the only race of which this is true. Says Africa is hopeless -

and the worst there is Liberia, which we built” 

 

(Haldeman 1969, 1). This quote has two components that greatly speak to the hidden racist 

rhetoric of the administration. The first piece involves welfare reform, and as this meeting occurred 

prior to the Controlled Substances Act, this acts as an allusion to the efforts to create a system of 

addressing “the whole problem [of] the blacks.” By initiating a war on drugs, the Nixon administration 

could achieve the goal of distributing an unequal system and placing poor African Americans in 

prison. The second part of the quote points to addition racist beliefs by the president. Stating that there 

is no “adequate” black nation and that “Africa is hopeless” couldn’t be more evident Nixon’s lack of 

respect for black people across the globe. This statement is just one example of what Nixon said 

during a closed-door meeting with his advisors; what is more telling is these were his views in a 

relatively open setting. 

Reflecting on his administration, Nixon published Beyond Peace in 1994, placing his 

beliefs and reflections on his administration into the time it was written. Notably, a section about 

race and crime was included. He explicitly ties being black to being a criminal and drug abuser, 

stating that this is a “cultural deficiency of values, discipline” (Nixon 1994, 224). This is a clear 

sentiment that reflects prejudiced attitudes towards the origination of criminal groups in the 

United States, and attribution that being black means you are a criminal lacking a moral code. He 

additionally dispels the argument that poverty is a contributor to violence and crime, by stating 
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during the Great Depression there was more poverty and less crime (Nixon 1994, 224). Nixon 

ignores both the legacy of racial oppression that African Americans face, but seeks an economic 

comparison with non-equivalent periods.   

Nixon preached that African Americans were responsible for crime, while also 

advocating for increased national unity among minority groups and whites (Nixon 1994, 226-7). 

Nixon uses incredibly prejudice and subsequently promotes a unity among skin-color; a positive 

sentiment to end on after explaining a racist belief. This discovery of beliefs allows one to 

supplement the policies instituted that are found to dramatically contribute to racial disparities of 

imprisonment for drug sentences, were likely intended this was as a system of social control.  

 President Reagan did not change the rhetoric drastically from Nixon, he sought a tough-

on-crime approach and mandated this largely through legislative expansions. Mandatory 

minimum sentencing laws pushed a narrative of heavy law enforcement for rule-breakers, which 

was evident emerged disproportionately affecting African Americans. The expansion of raids, 

military involvement, and increase in the average prison sentence length dramatically coded in 

the language of harsh on crime to coinciding with war on drugs policy (Hinton 2016, 312).  The 

silence in this matter and doubling down on enforcement funding and practices emphasizes that 

from Nixon onward, the nation was seeking a platform of drug policy that was here to stay. 

Race was not eliminated as a discriminating factor simply because the nation has a black 

president, as many later come to claim we live in a post-racial society as a simple result of after a 

nation with a legacy of slavery, we elected one black man to the highest office. However, it 

elevated the nation’s general discussion of race, and the president sought a reformative stance 

toward the criminal justice system. He sought to study policing in the United States as a means to 

institute policy changes and inform decision making on such a delicate subject in the nation (The 
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President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing 2015). The administration with these efforts 

clearly saw the need for institutional changes to policing, but did fall short in implementing them 

further than this study.  

Obama sought to speak to the black community on issues during his nomination as the 

candidate for the Democratic Party. Obama spoke in black churches for Father’s Day, telling 

how African American men aren’t present in the family – he didn’t explain their location and the 

system that removed them from their families (Alexander 2012, 178-179). These men were 

distant from their family because they were locked in cells due to the disproportionate effect that 

the War on Drugs has on them (Alexander 2012, 180). As rhetoric, this is much less divisive than 

the precedent set by the hard-on-crime presidents before him, but it internalizes the notion that it 

is a matter of values, not policy, that is removing black men from the public sphere. Obama 

sought reformative measures in drug policy, but struggled with the rigidity of institutions and 

eventual gridlock in the legislative branch. 

Donald Trump has brought the nation back to the rhetoric of the height of the war on 

drugs. His shift in which ethnic or religious to target is the definitive shift. The president brought 

his campaign rhetoric with unapologetically stating, “When Mexico sends its people, they’re not 

sending their best… They’re sending people that have lots of problems, and they’re bringing 

those problems with us. They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists. And 

some, I assume, are good people” (Trump 2015). This was only the beginning of the damaging 

rhetoric this administration sought to utilize to institute policy goals of nationalism, securing the 

border, and most importantly, classifying the problem of drugs and crime with an ethnicity. 

Trump has deviated away from targeting African Americans as the problem, and resorted to 

imposing a nationalist rhetoric of demonizing immigrants as the source of America’s problems. 
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For a large population of the nation, this appropriates a more comforting sense of allowing 

prejudiced beliefs to manifest. You no longer hate the individuals in your country, but the 

“outsiders” who enter it. This is still evident through his Muslim Ban, effectively closing the 

border off for several nations with a dominant Muslim religious population. Perhaps the current 

system requires this polarizing rhetoric for a sustained functionality. Nixon’s declaration of the 

war on drugs was 50 years ago, and our nation has made substantial improvements across many 

walks of life, but drug policies and rhetoric towards them has remained at a relative stalemate. 

Can policing and incarceration ever be equitable in America? We are currently faced with 

a major problem in society: the inequalities of policing and incarceration among the African 

American community. It is an element rooted in the racist and oppressive history our nation has 

regarding slavery and Jim Crow, but is the racism gone or has it simply shifted institutional 

perpetuation? The likely scenario is that the relative equality achieved by minority populations 

has led to unrest among largely white portions of the population, and unearthed the rhetoric of 

repression hidden in policy construction. We have shifted from one system to the next that seeks 

to be an oppressive force against racial minorities. But as a nation we have dramatically 

verbalized these cries of injustice through the Black Lives Matter Movement, calls to legalize 

recreational cannabis, and to push against felony disenfranchisement. The American Civil 

Liberties Union alongside popular public activism movements continues to seek criminal justice 

reform, but with slow progress in the courts, the fastest way must involve a comprehensive 

policy change. Future criminal justice policies must address the problematic racial disparities and 

acknowledge the United States’ legacy of the police as a slave patrol, and the current situation of 

the prison system being used as a Jim Crow-like institution. This may reduce racial disparities, 
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but it may be decades before our prison system looks different; the only thing that will not 

change this is inaction.  

This chapter has presented the origin of modern policing as rooted in the Southern slave 

patrol, and their role today in perpetuating prejudiced behavior against people of color. One 

cannot examine the criminal justice system without a considering the role race has historically 

played in shaping policing procedures and prejudice attitudes. Another dimension that is equally 

important is the legislative agenda itself. The next chapter examines the key pieces of federal 

legislation that have guided policing regimes over the course of U.S. history, starting with the 

Nixon administration.  

 

Chapter IV: Analyzing the Rhetoric of Relevant Legislation 

 

Can the policing regimes in chapter two be distinguished through specific rhetoric used in 

the major legislation pieces of the Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump administrations? This 

chapter tests the existence of the distinct policing regimes identified in Table 2.  It does so 

through a content analysis of hallmark legislation from the Nixon administration to present-day. 

This examination involves the key legislative pieces from the Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump 

administration’s hallmark legislation. In particular, the targeted legislation includes: The 

Controlled Substances Act, The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 

1988, The Fair Sentencing Act of 2010, and The First Step Act of 2018. These pieces of 

legislation were chosen due to their significant impacts in each case specifically regarding 

substantive drug policy initiatives. It is crucial to use the most important legislation of each case 

to present the most accurate outlook of the administrative rhetoric as presented through text.  
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The content analysis seeks to analyze the rhetoric by determine relative word frequencies 

and compare the results among the texts. The legislation adopted under each time period should 

use different rhetoric, and in doing so confirm the legislative intent of different policing regimes. 

Legislation leading to an enforcer regime should use language that criminalizes drug use, while 

legislation leading to a rehabilitator regime should use language that prioritizes public health. 

The legislation leading to a hybrid regime should incorporate elements of both.  

Interpreting the language of administrations is vital to understanding the goals, directly or 

indirectly, that they have. A content analysis can provide substantial insight into the language 

used, and allow for conclusions towards what tone, intent, and purpose the framers had (Hsieh 

and Shannon 2005, 1278). A deeper examination of the precise language used in the text informs 

the application of my policing regime typology on the case studies. While some political 

scientists seek to conduct content analyses on documents such as journal articles to better inform 

the state of the discipline, this paper will utilize content analysis on pieces of legislation to 

illustrate the rhetoric surrounding the war on drugs (Schneider et al. 1982, 111).  

 

Methodology and Term Selection 

 

This analysis was performed using Dedoose. The critical legislation was converted into a 

plain-text word document and uploaded for analysis. This was required as the available 

legislation online was in PDF format, and unable to be accurate transcribed through the software 

unless reconfigured into a text document. A series of words and terms were devised for use 

across the examined legislation, intending to match with the language used by the policing 

regime typology. To encompass all conjugations of the targeted words, the roots are the general 
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focus of the search. The legislation has varied length, so for a stronger comparative study, a ratio 

of word frequency to total word count was created to avoid the length disparities. This ratio 

provides the foundation of the comparative analysis at the latter half of the chapter. 

The content analysis was performed by a basic word search in each respective legislation 

that examines word relevance and phrase relevance. The search was designed to identify the 

most relevant words regarding drug type, policing, rehabilitation and treatment, prison, and 

international involvement in the drug trade. The roots of each word are searched to encompasses 

all possible conjugations. This is called stemming and helps to avoid an inaccurate count. For 

instance, distribution would be shortened to distribut to include distribute, distributed, distributer, 

distribution, etc. In addition to stemming, the word search sought to eliminate words that resided 

outside the medium of the text of the legislation, such as redundancies lying in the margins; only 

the actual text of the legislation was examined. Finally, some words needed manual evaluation 

because in some contexts the word is relevant to the analysis while other times it is not. The most 

common example of this phenomenon regarded “sentence,” as the word could be used both as a 

term in criminal justice or one to refer to writing.  

The paper acknowledges the potential weakness of correlating the appearance of 

legislative terms to presidential rhetoric, as partisan divisions and the multitude of members of 

Congress does not entirely translate to the head executive’s priorities. However, this method was 

chosen as it allowed for the general directives of the executive to be translated through the policy 

lens. An examination of presidential rhetoric outside of hallmark legislation is outside of the 

scope of this study.  

 The targeted words and phrases for the content analysis are divided into three categories, 

drugs, enforcement, and rehabilitation. This table seeks to guide the introduction of the terms and 
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phrases used in the content analysis, as well as indicate an association with the policing regimes. 

Not all terms in the word and phrase search were included in the data analysis and are in the 

Appendix if the reader is interested in the original scope of the study. 

 

Table 3.  

 

REHABLITATION ENFORCEMENT NON-REGIME 

BINDING  

Addiction 

Education 

Medical 

Public Health 

Prevention 

Rehabilitation 

Treatment 

Interdiction (eradication) 

Law Enforcement 

Mandatory Minimum 

National Security 

Criminal 

Felony 

Imprisoned 

Possession 

Recidivism 

 

The categories of terms were chosen for the content analysis to align with the policing 

regime typologies of rehabilitator and enforcer. The terms follow characteristic traits of the 

regimes as well as some specific word derivations or have subject-relevance of content of the 

regimes, such as inclusion of eradication to describe interdiction campaigns. These two words 

are different but are used in the legislation to describe a similar process. The primary focus of 

these categories is to systematically group the language that is relevant and frequently used 

across the legislation to inform an analysis of the rhetoric and regime priorities written in law.  

Drug names were chosen to be incorporated into the content analysis to determine if 

administrations differed on the prioritization of one drug over the other. In the final analysis, it 

was determined that drug names, as well as terms such as “depressant,” “stimulant,” and 

“substance” were not significant enough to be included. Country names including, “Bolivia,” 

“Colombia,” “Mexico,” and “Peru” were also chosen as they were highly targeted nations under 
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the Reagan administration’s surge of interdiction and plan eradication programs. However, like 

the drug names, these words were not used in the final analysis due to their limited relevance. 

Table 3 identifies certain words that either follow an enforcement or rehabilitation strategy, or 

non-binding in these classifications, and are included in both to some degree.  

The first column in Table 3 provides a series of words and phrases that associate with a 

rehabilitating image, and therefore are thought to align with the rehabilitator policing regime 

rhetoric. To implement a rehabilitating notion of drug policy, “addiction” must be a central word 

to use; one cannot solve individual dependency without addressing the drug dependency issue. 

Certain preventative efforts such as “education” brought important resources to youth, following 

a demand reduction strategy, and is therefore a valuable term for analysis. Pushing a “medical” 

approach concerning the war on drugs is central to the rehabilitator regime, and a study of the 

term frequency in the legislation will be useful for analyzing administrative attitudes to 

medicalization of drug addiction. Paired with medical terminology, a prioritization of “public 

health” indicates the war on drugs be fought with a less police-heavy strategy and a greater urge 

to protect the health and safety of the citizens. Finally, a series of terms, “prevention,” 

“rehabilitation,” and “treatment” are important indicators in demand reduction programs and 

addiction assistance under a general rehabilitating umbrella.  

The enforcement column supplies a series of terms that are likely to be considered 

utilized when referencing an enforcer policing regime strategy. The Drug Enforcement 

Administration (DEA) is an important federal enforcement agency, responsible for domestic and 

international examination of transported goods. Under efforts of the DEA, “interdiction” 

programs were supply-chain disruption activities, used as a blanket term for destruction of crops 

and other activities– a staple of the efforts under the Reagan administration. Another supply 
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focused strategy revolves around general “law enforcement,” and this term was included due to 

the significant relevance law enforcement holds in eliminating the distributive flow of drugs to 

the individual consumer. Changes in sentencing, “mandatory minimums” were huge in shaping 

the carceral state with drug arrest. Introduced under the Nixon administration and expanded 

heavily under Reagan, mandatory minimum laws facilitated a shift in sentencing lengths by 

putting arrested dealers and users in jail for extended periods of time, traffickers sometimes for 

life. Claims that the drugs are a “National Security” threat began under the Reagan 

administration, evident in the legislation, and propelled to a rhetorical talking point that exists 

today. This phrase is very important in any political discussion, and evident as a term that allows 

for a severity of the issue to be emphasized. These terms combined largely form the rhetoric base 

that likely generates an enforcer policing regime, so the following analysis is important in 

determining if this is a valid claim. 

The final column contains terms and phrases that are non-regime binding, those that are 

used throughout the legislation but cannot be determinately assigned to a policing regime. 

Finding the implications of administration’s prioritization of “criminal” is especially important 

as it provides insight in how individuals are treated if involved in drugs. Criminalizing of 

individual behavior became a hallmark staple of the war on drugs, regardless of regime, and 

determining the degree each regime did so is an interesting study. The criminal justice system 

comprises of a large piece of the war on drugs, and corresponding terms such as “felony,” 

“imprisoned,” and “recidivism” help spin a narrative of potential reform or tightening of 

restrictions administrations may present. Finally, all administrations view drug consumption 

through it being an individual problem, and an important individual behavior is “possession” of 
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drugs. These terms combined allow an analysis of non-regime binding rhetoric to be compared 

across ideologies.  

 

Comparative Analysis of Significant Terms 

 

This section provides an in-depth examination of the calculated word frequency to total 

word count ratios of key terms. This section begins with words associated with the enforcement 

regime, continues with the rehabilitation regime, and concludes with the words that are non-

regime binding. Using this format allows for a cohesive interpretation of the data with 

descriptive statistics through a comparison of all targeted legislation with each term. Figure 1 

illustrates some of the key rhetoric across the pieces of legislation. It, and the subsequent figures, 

measure frequency through a ratio based on the overall length of the legislation in order to make 

the data comparable.  

 

Figure 1. 
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Analysis of Rehabilitation Rhetoric 

 

How will the war on drugs be fought, with police or doctors? A rehabilitation-heavy 

approach, prioritizes doctors’ roles as the leading force against the problem of drug prevalence in 

society. A reduction in drug-dependent individuals reduces demand and creates a healthier 

society. Figure 2 illustrates the frequency of rhetoric associated with rehabilitation across each of 

the major pieces of legislation.  

 

Figure 2. 
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administration sought to expand addiction treatment and acknowledgement of addiction as a 

problem for drug users. Categorized under the rehabilitation category in Table 3, placing a 

rhetorical focus towards addiction is a part of the whole rehabilitation apparatus that treats 

individuals who are drug-dependent. The Reagan administration and the contemporary 

administration did seek to actively ignore addiction, but it was simply not emphasized to the 

same degree in the legislation as it was under Nixon.  

Education: Policy mechanisms that drive preventative efforts to reduce drug consumption 

are an important strategy. Education as a both a term and strategy allow for an understanding of 

how these efforts are led; are the youth a majority of the targeted population through school 

resources? Nancy Reagan led a famous “Just Say No” campaign for school-age children, and this 

education resource therefore drove a substantial portion of 1980s policy. Evident in the rhetorical 

analysis, the Reagan administration led the charge for a focus on education, the 1986 act’s ratio 

was around 4 times greater than the Controlled Substances Act and just less than double the First 

Step Act. While a strategy of policing was realized under Reagan, the elevated focus of 

education compared to other administrations is significant. It shows that a strategy of mitigation 

and prevention were focused. The focus of using the language of prevention in the 1986 and 

1988 acts also greatly surpassed any other legislation studied, but the term was present in all but 

the Fair Sentencing Act. This refutes the original hypothesis, as it indicates that the Reagan 

administration as an enforcer regime does focus on other rehabilitating components in some 

mechanism higher than the rehabilitator regime of Nixon.  

Medical: Out of the legislation, the Controlled Substances Act does contain the highest 

ratio out of all legislation for medical rhetoric. The purely empirical analysis of the word count 

ratio provides this evidence that the Nixon administration. All texts besides the Fair Sentencing 
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Act use the “medical” language in their policy writing. The Controlled Substances Act in this 

category has a ratio 5.5 and 12.8 times higher than Reagan’s 1986 and 1988 acts, respectively, 

and approaches a more comparable level of 1.5 times that higher than the First Step Act. This 

presents a few important observations. The first being that the Controlled Substances Act sees 

drugs that requires medical attention at a much higher level than acts under Reagan. Only in 

more recent years do we see these medical priorities emerge as we swing to hybrid policing 

regime. This supports the hypothesis and the medical language is a disproportionate component 

of the rehabilitator policing regime. 

Public Health: Treating drugs as a matter involving public health is a medically-driven 

philosophy. As national security employs rhetoric to facilitate an enforcement response, public 

health reciprocally drives a rehabilitation and medical response. Interestingly, the use of public 

health as a term in the legislation does not immediately present a regime-allocation, as originally 

hypothesized. The use of the term is the legislation of the Nixon, Reagan, and the Trump 

administrations, absent only in the Obama administration’s legislation. At a ratio of 0.000338, 

the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 contains the highest use of the term, at a rate of 10 times that 

of the Nixon and Trump legislation. It can be determined from this data that while the Nixon and 

Trump administrations saw the value of incorporating the language of public health into the 

legislation, it was not as heavily emphasized as under the Reagan administration. This refutes the 

hypothesis that public health is the rhetoric used by the rehabilitator policing regime.  

Rehabilitation and Treatment: The final and perhaps most directly translatable terms to 

the category heading are rehabilitation and treatment. These two terms serve a purpose of how 

administrations focus on the aspect of aiding individuals with drug addictions. Beginning with 

rehabilitation it was found the highest ratio was present in the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 at 
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0.00055, followed by the Controlled Substances Act at 0.000348. While the difference is 

somewhat significant, the other legislation in the Reagan administration decreases to a ratio of 

0.0002, indicating that rehabilitation in that text was not nearly the same prioritization as the 

1986 version. Interestingly, the focus on rehabilitation doesn’t entirely correlate to the treatment 

ratios, where Reagan’s 1986 and 1988 acts are virtually the same ratios compared to the Frist 

Step Act. The Controlled Substances Act has about half the ratio value of those three. This 

provides interesting results, primarily the Nixon administration using a lesser degree of 

rehabilitation and treatment language in the legislation compared to the Reagan and 

contemporary cases. As well, the 1986 act is an outlier in the rehabilitation language, with 

subsequent legislation in the case shifting tones just two years later. The focus on rehabilitation 

and treatment do not seem to point to a specific administration’s priorities if all legislation is 

considered, but the extent of Nixon’s focus is less than originally envisioned beginning this 

analysis.  

 

Analysis of Enforcement Rhetoric 

 

The enforcement category focuses largely on the law enforcement apparatus created 

during the 1970s and 1980s, translating to a heightened prioritization of fighting the war on 

drugs in a literal sense of a war. The expansion of law enforcement resources both domestically 

and abroad indicated the severity of this issue. This section and the following analyze and 

compare the pieces of legislation through key words, which are noted in italics at the state of 

each paragraph. Figure 3 illustrates the frequency of rhetoric associated with an enforcement-

heavy approach across each of the major pieces of legislation.  
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Figure 3. 
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more reliance on foreign nations to conduct these programs with U.S. assistance. The Anti-Drug 

Abuse Acts of 1986 and 1988 were the only targeted legislation that included the language 

surrounding interdiction campaigns. This immediately signals a legal prioritization of the 

operations, and the general inclusion of the campaigns as indicative of the 1980s as a specific era 

this occurred. Compared to other administrations, it reigns as the imperative of international 

supply-chain disruption programs under Reagan. 

Law Enforcement: In the same category of supply-chain disruption, law enforcement 

were seen as vital to these efforts by simply reducing the volume by intercepting drugs from 

dealers or individual possessions. In the Anti-Drug Abuse Acts of 1986 and 1988 present 

evidence of that in the law enforcement was used in these acts at a significantly higher rate than 

any of the other targeted legislation. The ratios indicate that even with the acts being 

significantly longer, the relative frequency of law enforcement maintains an important division 

of relevance. Paired against the Controlled Substances Act, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986’s 

ratio was just over five times greater, where the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 being just over six 

times greater. Compared to the First Step Act, a contemporary piece of legislation, the Anti-Drug 

Abuse Act of 1986 had a ratio 3.8 times higher and the 1988 act was 4.5 times higher. The 

legislation from the beginning of the 20th century had zero reference to law enforcement. 

Heightened references to law enforcement in legislation presents the objectives of the 

administration as focusing on an active role of law enforcement to prescribe drug policy. This 

can be done through various mechanisms, but most commonly by following stricter arrest 

guidelines, seizure of drugs at the border, and increased searches of suspected dealers, 

distributors, and vehicles. Characteristically, a policing regime that seeks a reliance of law 

enforcement as enacting policy provisions will closely resemble a more actively enforcer regime. 
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However, the increased authority of law enforcement officials is not the sole factor for this 

consideration.  

Mandatory Minimum: The war on drugs would be incomplete without an examination of 

the heightened sentencing guidelines for drug offenders, creating a new era of long-term 

incarcerations based off drug crimes. Individuals are likely to be discouraged when they could be 

locked away for years, decades, or even life depending on the crime committed; the risk of 

imprisonment may outweigh committing the crime. Mandatory minimum sentencing laws were 

introduced for drug crimes under the Nixon administration in the Controlled Substances Act, but 

were significantly developed under the Reagan administration. Indicative of the ratio 

measurements, the Controlled Substances Act included the language, but the Anti-Drug Abuse 

Act of 1986 had over double the ratio. The subsequent legislation under Reagan reduced to an 

original ratio level of the Controlled Substances Act, postulating the increase in mandatory 

minimum sentencing laws were reaching a level of sufficiency. A majority of these minimums 

were focused on possession of a high volume of substance, manufacturing, or trafficking. 

Additional minimums could be enacted if a previously convicted felon commits another felony, 

some penalties eventually reaching life imprisonment. The First Step Act addressed mandatory 

minimums by simply striking lengthy sentences for repeat drug felonies, that had been 15 or 25 

years (First Step Act 2018, 5220). The differences in these administrations usage of mandatory 

minimums is extremely important to extrapolate. The Nixon administration put into practice the 

original drug mandatory minimums, the Reagan administration sought to dramatically expand, 

and the Trump administration under the contemporary case sought to place a reduction.  

National Security: A phrase that emerged in the legislation under the Reagan 

administration was national security, present in the Anti-Drug Abuse Acts of 1986 and 1988, as 
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well as the contemporary legislation of the First Step Act of 2018. The Trump administration, 

while containing national security in the legislation, was a single reference to the National 

Security Act of 1947 and is therefore rhetorically insignificant in this examination. The numeric 

value of the ratio here is less significant, but the presence of the phrase itself is what should be 

considered as important. The strategy of an administration to classify a domestic policy issue as 

National Security indicates extreme importance and severity of the problem at hand. The Reagan 

administration effectively established this in the legislation, as declarative statements such as, 

“The Congress hereby declares that drugs are a national security problem and urges the 

President to explore the possibility of engaging such essentially security-oriented organizations” 

(Anti-Drug Abuse Act 1986, 3207-69). These statements are mimicked in subsequent legislation, 

“The operations of international illegal drug smuggling organizations pose a direct threat to the 

national security of the member nations of the organization of American states” (Anti-Drug 

Abuse Act 1988, 4263). From these declarations, it can be affirmed that the Reagan 

administration saw the real threat of drugs, and the organizations profiteering from the illicit 

business so much so that it threatened the very national security of the United States. Translating 

to international intervention via interdiction campaigns, this rhetoric remains consistent as a plan 

to involve the United States government in supply-chain disruption techniques. The drug 

smuggling apparatus existed both inside and outside the country, so if an escalation of resource 

allocation could eliminate the smugglers and products at the source, domestic problems would 

theoretically resolve themselves or reduce dramatically. The lack of word presence of national 

security in other legislation doesn’t immediately diminish those administration’s perception of 

how severe the issues of drugs in America were, but that they didn’t see drugs as threating the 

national security of our nation.  
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Analysis of Non-Regime Binding Rhetoric 

 

There are certain terms that are not immediately associated with a certain regime-

typology, but can be used as important tools to understand how certain administrations use them. 

The following terms tend to focus on the individual as involved with the criminal justice system. 

First presented as an idea in chapter one, the focus of all drug policy tends to disproportionately 

centralize around the individual, whether it be in terms of rehabilitation or criminalization. The 

following terms seek to inform this discuss and introduce new ones. Figure 4 illustrates the 

frequency of rhetoric that is not immediately associated with one regime over another, across 

each of the major legislation.  

 

Figure 4. 
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criminal. A criminal is easily dismissed by the public as a problem, something that can be 

cleaned up by the law enforcement and penalized for their individual behavior – their choices. 

The institutional indoctrination of a criminal attitude to someone with drug dependency issues 

may point to a regime that prioritizes the criminalization of individual behavior and harsher 

enforcement mechanisms. However, upon a textual analysis there is limited differences in the 

ratios of the legislation during the introduction of the war on drugs to present day.  All 

administrations since Nixon have engrained in their legislation a similar level of criminality. 

Examining the ratio values, there are limited differences between the legislation except in the 

Fair Sentencing Act, where the level is significantly higher. The Fair Sentencing Act is a 

reformative shift to address the criminal justice system’s disproportionate sentencing of crack 

compared to cocaine, the same drug but in different physical states (Fair Sentencing Act 2010). It 

is interesting that using the term criminal is consistent, as it shows that the discussion of 

individuals in drug policy is largely criminally-based, regardless if the regime seeks to 

rehabilitate drug addicted individual. This piece of evidence informs the discuss of all regimes 

targeting the individual, and can conclude that they equally treat the individual as a criminal.   

Felony: A penalization of drug offenses requires a hierarchy, ranging from minimal 

citations to a felony. The issuance of a felony regardless of criminal category, indicates a 

perceived severity of whichever crime committed. Possessing a large amount of cocaine, 

seemingly enough for a distributive or trafficking charge, would be a felony. The Controlled 

Substances Act dominates the legislative landscape with the ratio of using the term felony in-text. 

Compared to the Reagan administration’s legislation of the Anti-Drug Abuse Acts of 1986 and 

1988, the Controlled Substances Act has a ratio that’s 3 and 2.3 times higher, respectively. The 

contemporary legislation of the First Step Act presides at a ratio level just below the Controlled 
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Substances Act. It is important that the issuance of a felony for drug possession and distribution 

is concentrated in the Controlled Substance Act, as it a founding document for major drug 

penalties. Subsequent legislation builds off this act in the U.S. code, it goes through this 

apparatus. The term felony was chosen as non-regime binding as there has been penalization of 

drug crimes since the early 20th century, that it transcends a regime, and this data supports that 

claim.  

Imprisoned: Defining the war on drugs, mass incarceration has emerged as a 

contemporary terminology to explain the extremely high levels of arrest and extraordinarily large 

prison population. Imprisoned was selected as a word for this content analysis as a substitute, 

and is used to explain to what extent the legislation pressed jailing as an imperative. From the 

data, it was determined that imprisoned had the highest ratio in the Controlled Substances Act, 

followed closely by the First Step Act and the Pure Food and Drug Act. The Controlled 

Substances Act laid the foundation for criminal policies for drug possession and distribution, this 

is not surprising. The First Step Act utilizing a high ratio of imprisoned indicates its priorities 

towards the prison system, largely shifting its rhetoric to a reformative prison reform. Section 

603. in the act includes the “modification of imposed term of imprisonment” in the title, 

diverging from establishing new terms of imprisonment to reforming their length (First Step Act 

2018, 5194). These two uses vary significantly, and similarly the Pure Food and Drug Act shares 

this usage as the Controlled Substances Act of introducing enforcement penalties. The Reagan 

administration’s legislation was about one half to one quarter as focused as using imprisoned as 

language. This fact is interesting due to the enforcer regime classification that the Reagan 

administration faces, and the general literature assumption that it is “tough on crime.” However, 

simple sentencing changes can instruct a firm prison response, by building upon the foundation 
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the Controlled Substances Act imposed. This explanation of two sides of utilizing imprisoned in 

writing emphasize why this term was classified under a non-regime binding column. It can 

conclusively be said that both a rehabilitator and hybrid regime share the priorities of 

imprisonment of criminal offenders, just the manner they do so is varying by sentencing length. 

Possession: The introductory paragraph of chapter one in this paper presents a statement 

about the focus on the individual throughout the war on drugs. Anti-drug sentiments and policy 

target individuals’ association with a substance, primarily on the lower-scale level of criminality, 

possession. It was found in the content analysis that possession was expressed across all targeted 

legislation, and to the highest degree in the Controlled Substances Act and Fair Sentencing Act. 

The remaining legislation dips down in prioritization of possession. The results of this content 

analysis do affirm the original classification and statement made in the beginning of chapter one; 

targeting individual possession of drugs has been used as a tool throughout the war on drugs. 

Therefore, the classification of it being a non-regime binding term reigns true, as it is hard from 

the data to make an affirmative statement on one prioritizing possession over the other. 

Recidivism: The last non-regime binding term is recidivism. The shifting focus of 

recidivism rates as a problem with the criminal justice system has emerged under contemporary 

scrutiny. This claim is evident as the only presence of the term recidivism is under the recent 

administrations of Obama and Trump; its absence in prior legislation allows for one to claim that 

it was not the highest priority in that moment. The priority was to put criminals in prison for a 

long time, hoping that alone would discourage any future criminal behavior. The ratio level in 

the First Step Act for recidivism is extremely high, compared to every other term examined in 

this section. At 0.00432, it is nearly double the next highest term. This is indicative of dramatic 

rise of changing the prison landscape in recent years, and that is entirely the goal of the First Step 
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Act – prison reform, recidivism reduction, and education of the incarcerated (First Step Act 

2018). While a phenomenon in the past, the legislation simply did not account for it as a serious 

problem; what was to be focused on what the imprisonment of anyone who broke the law. A 

unique feature of the contemporary cases utilizing the language of recidivism, is they are 

reforming current practices to reduce the rates of incarceration. This, in a criminal justice sense, 

is a rehabilitator standpoint; someone has made a mistake, environmentally driven or otherwise, 

and the prison system is now being told to reduce the rates of that person coming back into 

prison. Not only is this new focus towards rehabilitating criminal offenders being used, but it is 

being used at a high frequency in the legislation, signifying a high priority of the Trump 

administration in administering this reform. Perhaps recidivism rates themselves cannot be a 

regime-situated problem, but the legislative focus on reducing those rates is. 

 

Designating Rhetoric to a Regime 

 

The initial categorization of enforcement and rehabilitation as translatable to the policing 

regime typology was found to hold with some terminology, but not apply under many 

circumstances. Table 4 presents the individual words that were found most prominent in the 

legislation, in the respective policing regimes. The first row presents the central rhetoric that 

guides the respective regime, evident through the content analysis of the regime’s legislation. 

The second row includes the rhetoric that was relevant to the regime’s legislation, but to a 

smaller degree than the central rhetoric.    
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Table 4 
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The most notable terms that refuted the hypothesis were the terms education, prevention, 

public health, and treatment. All these terms belonged to the rehabilitation column in Table 3, 

and were predicted to align with the rehabilitator policing regime. The one that rehabilitates 

someone, treating addiction as a medical condition that can have treatment, would likely be 

signified through the rhetoric of the legislation. This was not entirely the case, with the focus on 

all four terms disproportionately used in the Reagan administration’s legislation. These findings 

are still important for the understanding how of how administrations use rhetoric in legislation, 

and inform the greater discussion of the priorities during the war on drugs. Notably, the priorities 

of education under the Reagan administration was higher than expected, but not entirely 
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surprisingly due Nancy Reagan’s “Just Say No” campaign she managed while First Lady. These 

terms may refute the hypothesis, but the remainder of the terms allow for conclusions to be made 

about regime rhetoric.   

The remaining findings of this analysis can inform which terms contribute to the 

formation of distinct policing regimes. The Nixon administration heavily utilized addiction, 

medical compared to other administrations, which aligns with the rehabilitator regime. The 

Reagan administration was quite direct in the enforcement category being disproportionally 

expressed in the rhetoric of the legislation. The interdiction campaigns were only mentioned in 

these texts, as well as law enforcement, mandatory minimums, and national security expressed at 

ratio levels significantly higher than other regimes. Finally, the contemporary case did find an 

alignment by combining the rhetoric of Nixon and Reagan. There was a larger focus on medical 

and national security language, with a uniquely large expression of recidivism as a central 

component. The non-regime binding terms were all found to be expressed to varying degrees in 

each administration as well, with the only significant deviation being recidivism. These findings 

indicate that administrative rhetoric is uniquely expressed in the legislation, but cannot 

incorporate every term directly into the policing regime typology. 

 Each of the regimes were found to have an enforcement bias in the rhetoric, determined 

by the ubiquity of criminal as a central word in the legislation. First introduced in chapter one, 

the war on drugs has systematically focused on the individual in drug policy, whether it be 

through possession or distribution charges. The word criminal emphasizes these regimes the 

necessity of law enforcement as central to engaging with drug policy, regardless if there is a 

medically-driven approach to addiction therapy. These regimes desire to focus on criminality, 
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even with rehabilitating steps in place. This allows for a claim that all regimes contain elements 

of enforcement-bias, that seek to frame the drug users and distributors as criminals. 

These findings will be extrapolated for future in the desired rhetoric for the ideal new 

regime construction in the following chapter. A component of the chapter examines the potential 

to use different language to create a new atmosphere for dealing with drugs in America. It will 

borrow specific rhetoric from each category to form a focused policing regime on the medical-

rehabilitator side, while seeking an overhaul reform of the current enforcement practices that 

have dominated the American policing landscape for so long. 

 

Chapter V: Recommendations for Future Policymaking 

 

The War on Drugs began during the 1970s and initiated the most destructive path in the 

United States criminal justice system, creating more problems than it solves. There must be a 

better solution than the current state of affairs, one that fundamentally changes the way our 

nation treats drug abuse and addiction, and reconfigures our perceptions of drugs themselves. 

How can this happen? What steps should we take? Is it possible for reform after decades of 

institutional rigidity? This chapter intends on addressing these questions through a series of 

recommendations both policy and rhetorically, that seek to construct a new policing regime that 

will situation smarter and safer drug policy in America. To do this, we must first begin with a 

simple sentence: end the decades-long “war on drugs.” 

The United States has an incarcerated prison population and cycling population of 

convicts that come through the prison system at rates unlike comparative developed nations. In a 

nation that consists of 5% of the global population, we have an astonishing 25% of the world’s 
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prison population, amounting to 2.3 million individuals (Weiss and MacKenzie 2010, 269). As a 

leading economic and political power in the world priding itself in its freedom and democratic 

principles, it is important to note the prevalence of incarceration of our citizens. From 1980 to 

2007, the United States has seen an imprisonment rate grow 264%, however during the same 

time frame other Western nations have experienced only slight increases or decreases (Weiss and 

MacKenzie 2010, 273-274). This rise in prison population largely involves drug offenses, which 

account for two-thirds of the rise of the federal incarcerated population between 1985 and 2000 

(Alexander 60, 2012). After the Reagan administration, the United States was unique as a 

Western nation with its focus much heavier on the criminality of drug policy and less focus on 

the public health component that is attribution to drug addiction (Benoit 2003, 272-273). The 

scale of the number of U.S. citizens and non-citizens impacted by this War on Drugs is difficult 

to ignore. The uniqueness that the U.S. faces in its prison policy agenda in comparative relation 

to other Western democratic states is additionally relevant.  

The incarcerated population includes substantial gendered differences. While this is out 

of the general scope of the paper’s discussion, an acknowledgment is needed. In the United 

States, men comprise of over 90% of the prison population, but the women imprisoned are 

subject to unequal treatment and unsafe conditions (Owen et al. 2017, 1, 173). In prison, women 

are less likely to be employed and are more likely to have committed an offense related to 

poverty that put them in prison than men (Owen et al. 2017, 173). Additionally, prisons lack the 

services for to help women’s reentry into society, such as mental health or substance abuse 

services, which destabilize them further (Owen et al. 2017, 173). Despite men largely being 

imprisoned, it is important to address that imprisoned women may be disproportionally 

overlooked and denied access to proper resources. The gendered discussion, however, is outside 
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of the scope of this paper; this paper seeks to explain the general racial disparities and overall 

scale of the carceral state, as a general subject. 

The individuals currently in the criminal justice system can be split up into three 

categories, state and federal prison, local jails, and those on probation or parole. In total, there 

were approximately 6.77 million people actively involved in the criminal justice system in 2017, 

considering the probation or parole population stays around the same or trends on a slight decline 

of 1.1% as it did from January 2016 to December 2016 (Kaeble 2018, 1; Bronson and Carson 

2019, 1; Zeng 2019, 1). Figure 5 represents the carceral population in prisons, local jails, and 

probation or parole.    

 

Figure 5.  
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[hereafter FBI] 2017). Of the drug offenses, an overwhelming majority of offenses relate to 

possession, 1,057,698 which results in 82.3% of drug arrests being possession related (FBI 

2017). Additionally, breaking the possession charges down further, possessing cannabis makes 

up 459,506 arrests, or 43.4% despite the legal status of the drug in many states (FBI 2017). The 

United States has a problem with putting too many of its citizens in prison for drug crimes, 

especially non-violent cannabis possessions – a drug that shares the status of heroin while having 

minimal ill effects.  

An important consideration prior to an issuance of a new realm of contemporary drug 

policymaking, is addressing the role that lobbying plays in the criminal justice arena. The sheer 

magnitude of the United States prison population presents a profit generation for a unique sector: 

the for-profit prison industry. For-profit prisons seek to lobby legislators for policies that allow 

for a maximizing profit, that is, the fullest prisons possible (Brickner and Diaz 2011, 14; Eisen 

2018, 186). Big pharmaceutical companies present lobbying through another lens, that residing 

in a general anti-legislation of cannabis. The legalization of cannabis presents an economic 

problem towards companies that manufacture and promote prescription remedies; a systematic 

approach to preventing research towards the benefits of legalizing cannabis have been funded by 

these corporations (Pickle 2018, 127). This paper acknowledges the power that lobbying has on 

the criminal justice system, however any further examination is outside of the scope of the paper. 

Instead, the paper focuses on the ideal policing regime typology that can be constructed with a 

policy-focused initiative, ignoring the pleas of the lobbying system.   
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Constructing a New Policing Regime 

 

This paper has contributed to field of policing literature by ways of articulating 

definitions of policing regimes that exist under the Nixon, Reagan, and contemporary cases. 

These policing regimes are formed from legislative strategies, presidential rhetoric and 

administration’s goals as presented in Table 2. However, in order to meet the goals of addiction 

prevention, drug-use reduction, and a reduction of the prison population, elected officials must 

develop and enact a new policing regime. There must be a newly developed policing regime for 

substantial changes to take place. The current hybrid policing regime of the Obama/Trump 

administration retains a problematic enforcement bias. Even under the Nixon case, landmark a 

medicalization approach to drug treatment, the regime defaulted toward a strict definition of 

penalization and contributed to the dramatic rise in prison population. Moreover, under the 

rehabilitator, enforcer, and hybrid policing regimes, there is a universal characteristic of the 

individual as the central target, either in individual’s drug treatment programs or arrest as an 

enforcement.  

This new policing regime proposed here diverts the narrative away from an individual 

focus and reexamines the structures that have caused mass incarceration. It tries to address the 

systemic issues of racial bias in this country that have been reinforced over the decades of similar 

policymaking strategies. It does not ignore the plight of individuals suffering with drug 

dependency and addiction. To achieve these ends, elected officials and street-level bureaucrats 

must undertake comprehensive criminal justice reform.  

The new regime, the idealist “constructive justice regime,” would attempt to forge a new 

era of drug policymaking, that strives towards a positive progressive future for drug policy and 
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criminal justice reform in modern-day America. The reliance on a fixed regime to govern future 

policymaking would be idealistic – this merely serves as an ideological framework that seeks to 

address some of the underlying problems with the past ideology. Future drug policymaking will 

be constructive and distance itself from the failures of an enforcement-heavy past, ensuring the 

just equitable treatment of others, and a medically-driven approach to quelling addiction and 

drug misuse. This constructive justice regime will be guided by four policy changes: the federal 

legalization of cannabis, an expansion of treatment, prevention, and rehabilitation programs, the 

removal of mandatory minimums for non-violent drug crimes, and the elimination of 

disenfranchisement due to criminal status. These recommendations combine to form the 

legislative backing of this new policing regime. Table 5 articulates the constructive justice 

regime characteristics that is modeled off Table 2’s initial policing regime typology. This regime 

is constructed out of substantive reformative efforts that seek to end the war on drugs. 

 

Table 5.  

 Constructive Justice Regime  

LEGISLATION/POLICY STRATEGIES Medically-driven approach to addiction 

Limited, but equitable sentencing for non-

violent drug convictions 

Demand-reduction  

(INTENDED) IMPACTS OF 

LEGISLATION 

Reduction in prison population 

Reduced drug usage 

Equitable sentencing if applied  

Deviation away from individualized narrative 

of drug enforcement – towards structural 

targeting of issues which create drug abuse 

RHETORIC  Harm reduction 

Public Health education, recidivism reduction 

Ending   

OVERALL GOALS Limiting in international interference to 

prioritize betterment of domestic policies; 

avoid entangling in other nations’ affairs 
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Ending the War on Drugs 

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS Legalization of Cannabis 

 Abolishment of mandatory minimum 

sentencing  

 Expansion of treatment, prevention, and 

educational programs  

 Elimination of felony-disenfranchisement 

 

The legislative focus in this new regime hopes to build off past initiatives and take a 

reformative approach. Primarily, the recently passage of legislation such as the Fair Sentencing 

Act and the First Step Act. These legislation focus towards taking an examination of the current 

structures in place for drug enforcement, and seek to make smaller changes they see to be more 

equitable and fair. The Controlled Substances Act, launched the start of substantive drug reform 

that seeks to establish institutions and set a policing regime precedent. A large piece of this act 

was to bring in the scheduling of drugs categories of severity; this system is inherently flawed 

especially in its classification of cannabis as schedule 1, categorically the same as heroine. New 

legislation must focus on the re-organization of the scheduling system, that especially allows for 

the medical applications of schedule 1 drugs. The language explicitly states that “the drug or 

substance has no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States” (Controlled 

Substances Act 1970, 1247).  

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 built off past efforts and strove to crack down on a 

harsh penal policy of mandatory minimum sentencing laws. Constructive justice legislation will 

eliminate such harsh penalties that put people away for non-violent drug sentences for too long, 

years away from their families and make it difficult for a proper reentry to society. If penal 
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policies focused toward the education and rehabilitation of the incarcerated, it would likely 

reduce the high recidivism rates we see today.  

This paper proposes a bill that will encompass the broad array of policy 

recommendations that follow, and is tentatively titled “The Comprehensive Reorganization of 

Federal Drug, Prisons, and Law Enforcement Act.” While idealistic, this act intends to 

comprehensively alter the landscape of United States federal drug policy; without a decisive 

reform, there will be a relapse into gradual changes that leave millions damaged by this endless 

war. It seeks to end the war on drugs by approaching with the institutional examination of the 

problematic structures that preceded it; they are destructive, racially motivated goals of 

systemically controlling people of color through the carceral state. 

 There must be a shift in rhetoric as well, by removing the negative connotations of drug 

users and dealers that focus on criminalizing and de-humanizing the individuals who partake. 

De-humanization and “war-time” rhetoric must stop, otherwise the citizens subject to this system 

will never feel welcome to participate in normal reentry. We currently create a system of 

isolation and alienation, that cares little about those behind bars; decades under the enforcer, 

rehabilitator, and hybrid regimes have shown us that imprisonment is not an effective solution. 

from society, and that alone is the current solution. In the wake of the contemporary drug issue 

of opioids, it is clear this campaign of de-humanizing is still not working (Drug Policy Alliance 

2019, 52). When users can obtain addictive drugs through the legal channels of prescriptions as 

pain medication, it should be treated as a public health issue and not one of demonizing the user 

and labeling them as a criminal. The constructive justice policing regime seeks to express a 

humanizing campaign that is focused on public health and treating drug users like people and not 

criminals. By substantially increasing rehabilitation, treatment and preventative programs like 
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educational resources, there will be a public health initiative to aid those struggling with drug 

dependency across all walks of life, for a healthier society.  

 

Policy Recommendation Options 

 

The constructive justice regime attempts to create a structure for a new system of 

American drug policy, which requires several major policy changes. These recommendations are 

informed by other nations’ drug policy efforts, primarily the Canadian national legalization of 

cannabis. They also include criminal justice and prison reform, and a reallocation of resources to 

rehabilitation and treatment programs. Combined, these efforts will bring theorized to bring 

substantial changes to the American people, including for the benefit of public and mental health, 

and the removal of particular instigators of the damaging mass incarceration problem that has 

developed due to the war on drugs.   

 

Recommendation 1 - Federal Legalization of Cannabis for Recreational and Medicinal Use 

 

Cannabis is a widely-used substance, deeply involved in our criminal justice system. It is 

notorious for being commonly discovered during routine traffic stops. Since President Nixon has 

classified cannabis as a schedule one substance, it has been subject to the harshest drug 

enforcement penalties the U.S. code permits (Controlled Substances Act 1970, 1249). In this 

same legislation, a commission for marijuana and drug abuse was established; primarily, this 

commission focused on a large-scale examination of the impacts of marijuana consumption on 

individuals’ lives (Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse 1972). While we may perceive 
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the debate for legalization of recreational or medicinal marijuana a debate of emerging 

popularity, decriminalization was an option set forth by the commission as early as their first 

report in 1972 (Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse 1972, 1161). Here, the commission 

stated that their findings concluded that it would be preferable to eliminate the criminalization of 

marijuana altogether (Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse 1972, 1161). This 

recommendation emphasized that a regulatory approach to marijuana would not only discourage 

use, but be more beneficial to avoid costs than even the minimum level of a criminalization 

approach could (Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse 1972, 1161). This level of 

discussion to not only remove, but seek to provide a regulatory framework not dissimilar to that 

of alcohol consumption, which is yet another widely consumed drug (Commission on Marihuana 

and Drug Abuse 1972, 1161). The irony of these recommendations is extremely evident, as they 

were entirely ignored by the Nixon administration that appointed the commission, and cannabis 

policy only intensified from there on.  

Transitioning to recent years, we see a profoundly different public attitude in instituting 

common sense cannabis policy. Efforts of individual state legalization for medicinal or 

recreational purposes, or a system of decriminalization apply to nearly all 50 states, but 

unequally. However, without federal oversight the DEA has the supreme authority for cannabis 

seizures even in states that have state legalization laws. Without a federally-backed policy 

change, inconsistent state policy still leaves millions with the threat of being arrested for 

possession charges.  

 Recently, Canada legalized recreational cannabis nation-wide, therefore providing a good 

model for the United States to emulate for a federal policy change. Prior to their legalization, 

there were strict penal impositions, resulting in arrests and imprisonment if the individual was 
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found possessing, consuming, or distributing cannabis. Similarly, a resurgence or explosion of 

population of cannabis stemmed largely during the hippie movement of the 1960s (Solomon 

1983, 422). The new legislation focuses on the major aspects of general harm reduction for users 

via regulatory measures, limiting access to minors, and importantly in the study of the criminal 

justice system – ‘to reduce the burden on the criminal justice system in relation to cannabis’ 

(Cannabis Act 6). However, one must not ignore the different context than that of the United 

States system, as Canada has not dealt with the extreme drug penalization and mass incarceration 

problem.  

The process of nation-wide legalization of cannabis and its product derivatives in the 

United States would not be an extremely trivial process. Regulatory mechanisms for several 

states have been in place for decades, beginning with medicinal cannabis and working their way 

up to fully legalized recreational status. Currently, eleven states and D.C. have legalized 

cannabis recreationally and 33 states have medicinal laws in place (Drug Policy Alliance 2019). 

This is a step in the right direction, however with these partitioned state laws and unequal 

enforcement on a state-by-state basis, it creates a disjunction of enforcement. Especially when in 

a country that federal law supersedes state, federally schedule I illegality for cannabis creates 

problems when the DEA arrives. This paper recommends a series of cannabis policy reforms to 

institute a system that no longer has criminal penalties for consumption, and incorporates a 

strong regulatory apparatus like alcohol and tobacco. 

If the United States were to legalize cannabis federally for recreational and medicinal use, 

past convictions should be re-examined. With a criminal record, especially a felony charge, 

people on the job search may find difficulty if background checks are required. If cannabis is 

legalized nation-wide, there must be a corresponding policy that re-examines criminal records of 
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non-violent possession charges, regardless of repeat offenses. The non-violent charge is key; the 

non-violent status emphasizes a focus on the drug at hand, which in this paper is interpreted as 

causing minimal individual harm. The greater damage from cannabis comes from the inequalities 

in nation-wide policy and the corresponding consequences of criminal charges from possession. 

A temporary commission should be established during the introductory years of federal 

legalization that examines past criminal case files and nationally expunges all past non-violent 

cannabis charges of possession and low-level distribution. Violent or high-volume trafficking 

charges will be exempt from this system entirely.  

The legalization of cannabis brings with it questions on the proper mechanisms for 

providing the best safety and security for those that choose to purchase and consume the product. 

Regulations towards operating under the influence, where you can buy it, and the age of 

purchase are of primary concerns. The age of purchase should streamline with that of alcohol and 

recently tobacco, set to 21 nation-wide. This would be consistent with other legalized 

recreational drugs, and ID verification upon purchase from a licensed distributor would be 

needed. A permanent commission on legal cannabis regulation should be established as an 

oversight board, that provides unified enforcement resources for the new legal channels.  

The legal sales of cannabis generate tax revenue for the state and will be supervised by 

this new commission. With substantial legal production, distribution, and sales, federally legal 

cannabis will generate substantial tax revenue, but a streamline process must be instituted. This 

paper recommends that there be a nation-wide cannabis tax at a flat rate of 10%, but collected at 

the state level for funding public education institutions and requiring drug education programs at 

the school, funded through the revenue. As a secondary benefit, the legalization of cannabis 
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allows for states to collect a specific revenue for the public schooling system, while instituting an 

educational platform for preventing abusive drug use.  

An important factor to consider upon the legalization of cannabis is how to balance the 

cost of purchasing cannabis in the legal market with that of the black market to discourage 

continued illegal purchases. With enforcement mechanisms favoring the black market due to a 

legal status of possessing the drug, it would still be illegal to distribute, subject to a fine. The cost 

of purchasing cannabis legally will likely remain at a price point that is above the black-market 

price. Several factors contribute to this, but primarily it is the simple fact that a legal drug will 

not only be taxed according to the state sales tax, but to the instituted “cannabis tax.” Black 

market drugs do not have the same price hike if distributing. Businesses as well as the 

government should push towards smart taxation and price levels if they are to maintain a 

consistent purchasing base. As well, if the government can keep the taxes low enough to a 

standard that they everyday user deems at the threshold of paying for legal convenience rather 

than finding a dealer, the black market will not survive.  

The business of selling illicit drugs, regardless of the drug, has its unique risks. Most 

importantly, you can never be certain what exact substance you are getting, no matter how much 

you trust your dealer. Regulated cannabis would be subject to product control and safety testing, 

with verified and licensed manufacturers. With legal cannabis, you are not only paying a little 

extra for convenience, but safety, reliability, and perhaps even higher quality product. In Canada, 

the system is working as intended – to reduce the proliferation of black market cannabis 

purchases (Rotterman 2020, 18). While it will not obviously eliminate all black market or third 

party sellers, there will hopefully be the vast majority of purchases using legal channels.   
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This policy presents a substantial shift away from the current state of American cannabis 

policy by legalizing cannabis nation-wide and implementing a strong federally-organized 

taxation and regulation system. The goal of this policy is to remove the criminal status from 

cannabis and remove the large number of drug arrests associated with cannabis entirely from the 

criminal justice system. This will hopefully make a substantial dent in the problem of mass 

incarceration today. 

 

Recommendation 2. Expand Rehabilitation and Prevention Programs 

 

The expansion of treatment, prevention, and rehabilitation programs is vital in ensuring a 

brighter future for the state of drug policy in America. Our system has understood the harms that 

drugs can have on the body of the individual user, but lacking many substantive resources and 

administrative priorities to focus on a proper solution. The nation’s history with opium and 

morphine exemplify a case of the failures of proper systems to deal with addiction, long before 

the drug war began.  

The medical community had both fears and awes of morphine’s practicality, most 

consistently cautious about it’s addictive properties (Beuriki 1975, 3; Redford and Powell 2016, 

518). A link between the usage of morphine and opiate addiction after the Civil War became 

apparent because many veterans from the war needing morphine to deal with pain from injuries 

(Recio 2002, 23). For instance, doctors saw morphine as the only possible therapy for certain 

kinds of pain, especially that of amputation and the phantom limb syndrome (Smith 2005, 19). 

Without morphine, these amputations and symptoms would likely be unbearable for the patient. 

Reservations from the medical community about the potential side-effects of using morphine 
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were not ignored, however. The entire disuse of opium and its derivatives resulted in fatal 

withdrawal syndrome, according to literature in the 1890s (Beuriki 1975, 4). In 1895, public 

health concerns emerged due to morphine addiction and the issues surrounding it (Beuriki 1975, 

6). It is estimated that about three percent of the population was addicted to morphine in 1895, 

with demographically the largest group of addicts being income-women, but fears of addicts 

were more pointed towards ethnic minorities (Reico 2002, 23). This concern came at a point 

where there was little remedial treatment for addiction and where recreational use became more 

widespread. This lack of treatment was problematic, though facilitation of proper treatment was 

limited by the factors of medical knowledge and technology to do so. 

A key notion of progress would be to focus on the idea of harm reduction and 

preventative measures. Educational resources for the youth should be directed towards harm 

reduction and mitigation of drug consumption. It is recommended that there is a significant 

expansion of rehabilitation and treatment programs for current drug addicted individuals, as a 

means of a demand-reduction strategy that is promoting public health initiatives. Programs such 

as needle-exchange, safe-injection sites and subsidized detox programs for alcohol and other 

drug addictions are examples of a needed comprehensive treatment apparatus that lacks 

prioritization. These programs aim to target a wide-array of drug dependency issues and seek to 

treat it as a medical condition that should not be penalized with a heavy criminal sentence. The 

criminalization of a medical disease undercuts the success of reducing its prevalence in society.  

The constructive justice regime seeks to incorporate an unprecedented level of funding to 

these resources. The first stage will go to a commission established to research proper 

rehabilitation programs and recidivism reduction methods to ensure a safer reentry to society the 

formerly incarcerated had, and to promote their health and well-being. Ending the war on drugs 
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coincides with a shift to aiding those exiting prison sentences, rather than letting them fend for 

themselves and defaulting back to the system that got them there in the first place.   

 

Recommendation 3. Abolish Mandatory Minimum Sentencing  

 

Our current criminal justice system has been subjecting our judges and jurors to limited 

discretionary sentencing directly due to the mandatory minimum sentencing laws for drug crimes 

and other offenses. This has led to putting countless individuals in jail for lengthy periods of 

time, regardless of the non-violent nature of their crime. Under the Reagan administration, 

minimum sentencing laws were revamped as a primary solution to deal with the rampant drug 

problems during the 1980s. Putting criminals away for a mandatory lengthy sentence would 

therefore remove the criminal behavior off the street, thus reducing the drug consumption by 

lacking the supply. This naïve philosophy was counterproductive: once one drug dealer was put 

away, another took their place to set claim to this newly freed dealing territory. Putting people 

away for extended periods of time did not solve the criminal behavior or addict’s problems, but 

rather it put the problem out of sight and for many out of mind. Some may see this as a solution 

regardless; perhaps the individual comes out reformed, unlikely to head back into the world of 

drugs and dealership. This thought process is idealism at its finest.  

Focusing on non-violent drug crimes is vital in this section of the policy 

recommendation. This is justifiably multi-fold. Drug dealing is defined as a crime mostly due to 

the distribution of regulated substances as classified initially under the controlled substances act. 

The literal action of transferring a substance from one person to another, while considered a 

crime, is not a violent act. The warrant for a sentence that can last over a decade, as well as 
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landing a felony on your criminal record can disenfranchise you out of not only voting, but out of 

participating in an active society. A non-violent crime still warrants a form of punishment; but 

losing a large portion of your life and being granted the label of a felon pushes reintegration into 

society difficult. Additionally, if reintegration into what society considers a “normal” job is 

difficult, why not take the easier path back into dealing drugs?  

However, a major consideration of eliminating mandatory minimums for all crimes 

allows for a more democratic institution of justice. Simply by the name, we are removing a level 

of discretion for judges to use when imposing a sentence. Keeping “mandatory” sentencing does 

not allow for environmental factors to be considered in the testimonies, or the potential non-

violence of the crime. Paired with the legalization of cannabis, it is likely removing mandatory 

sentencing will reduce the daily prison population. The removal of mandatory minimums will 

coincide well with the subsequent recommendation to expand rehabilitation services. Instead of 

imposing a decades-long sentence, required admission to rehabilitation programs may allow for 

easier reentry and reduction in the possibility of recidivism.    

 

Recommendation 4. Eliminate Disenfranchisement due to Criminal Status 

 

In a democratic nation, there should be no citizen whose voice is silenced by the means 

of their constitutional guarantee – the right to vote. But the nation we live in has a history of 

structuring voting based on wealth, race, gender, and privilege. From property-owning white 

males as the initial sole voting demographic, this slowly expanded to eventually encompass all 

members of society regardless of social class, race and gender - but not if you are incarcerated. 

The mass incarceration problem has plagued society with an enduring form of voter suppression, 
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and is inherently not compatible with a democratic system. This policy must be changed 

uniformly to fully enfranchise all people in this nation.  

Currently, 48 states actively have a form of voter suppression with the institution of 

felony disenfranchisement either in the prison, during parole or probation, or post-sentence 

(McLeod 2018, 14). Florida has recently changed their policy allowing felons to vote post-

sentence during the 2018 midterms, however this requires full payment of any fees. Maine and 

Vermont are the only two states which have zero restrictions on voting for convicted felons, even 

extending the right to vote to those who are current incarcerated (McLeod 2018, 14; Haselswerdt 

2009, 271). Even someone who has committed a felony offense, they should have a say in what 

laws the government establishes, as they have an impact on themselves as well. There needs to 

be reform that allows every citizen of this nation to vote, regardless of their criminal status.  

The United States must institute a new policy that eliminates felony disenfranchisement 

entirely, regardless of their debts owed to society, incarcerated or serving a parole or probation 

sentence. The new policy should follow the model of Maine and Vermont, but actively be more 

supported. Maine and Vermont’s systems may actively allow incarcerated felons to vote, but 

there are minimal structure efforts in prison to allow the voters to participate in elections 

(Haselswerdt 2009, 271). The use of phones and structured mail services should allow 

incarcerated individuals to vote, free of cost, in all elections. Additionally, if individuals are for 

whatever reason not registered to vote, that should be included as a voting right given in prison. 

This policy works best if individuals are automatically registered when they turn 18, through the 

use of the social security system paired with ID issuance systems like the DMV or state-issued 

IDs. Some may argue that convicted felons’ right to vote to prison is a very “non-issue,” 

however this paper strongly disagrees with that sentiment, and that issuance of the right to vote 
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in this nation should not apply unequally to citizens, regardless of criminal status. We should be 

careful about statements of freedom if we don’t seek to apply certain freedoms equally.    

These policy proposals serve as a guiding reference of what the constructive justice 

policing regime seeks to accomplish: a wide array of immediate institutional changes promoting 

the public health of the nation’s citizens with the implementation of equitable policymaking. The 

hybrid regime sought incredibly gradual sentencing and prison reforms, but never addressed the 

problems with the institutions themselves. Without the significant changes presented in the series 

of recommendations above, our nation will be fighting the same war since the 1970s, and losing. 

It hopes to end the racially inequitable provisions that have been engrained in both rhetoric and 

intended goals of policymaking for centuries, constructing a more just society. The constructive 

justice regime does not want to fight this war any longer, but it to help those affected; we should 

not be fighting a war against our own citizens, but giving them the resources to live better lives.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The war on drugs as an enforcement mechanism has been in place in America as early as 

the 1880s, where a rise in opium use was correlated with the rise in Chinese immigration. A 

freeze on non-professional workers was seen as an early option to stop this. Gradually calls grew 

for drug regulations, the Harrison Narcotics Tax Act restricted certain drug purchases to medical 

prescription only, allowing legal drug consumption through a more regulated channel. Finally, 

the “all-out offensive” began under the Nixon administration, declaring the war on drugs as we 

know today, escalating an enforcement strategy through the Reagan administration and the 

Obama/Trump administrations minimal attempts at relieving some aspects of enforcement. The 
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narrative remains consistent, enforcement of penalties for drug consumption, rooted a legacy of 

institutional prejudice and social control.  

This paper argues that the legislative actions, presidential rhetoric, and administration’s 

goals work together to form distinctive policing regimes during the war on drugs, illustrated in 

Table 2. The Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump administrations were selected because of their 

distinctive traits that place them in separate policing regimes. This typology characterizes the 

series of actions, decisions, and rhetoric that combine to form a system of drug policy 

enforcement. Nixon began the war on drugs in a formal declaration, and fought on the side of 

rehabilitation by expanding medical services to treat addiction, treating the demand for drugs as 

a condition for success in the war. However, Nixon instituted an enforcement apparatus by 

establishing a system that scheduled illegal substances based off danger to the user and use in 

medicine (Controlled Substances Act 1970, 1242). The Nixon administration therefore was a 

rehabilitator policing regime, focused on treating drug addicted individuals, but saw criminal 

penalties as a key component of the system. The Reagan administration dramatically overhauled 

the minimum sentencing laws for drug possession and distribution, expanded law enforcement 

capabilities, and took international drug eradication operations to a war-like level. Reagan’s 

administration constitutes an enforcer regime due to its primary emphasis on supply-reduction 

techniques, by instituting policies that incarcerate individuals at a rate unseen in U.S. history. 

The Obama/Trump administrations enabled a combination of the two strategies, balancing 

rehabilitation and enforcement to construct a hybrid regime.  

Chapter two presented the theory of the policing regime typology, articulated in Table 2 

with the three regimes of rehabilitator, enforcer, and hybrid. This typology drives the 

conversation around the different elements of Nixon, Reagan, and Obama/Trump administrations 
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that come together to make the war on drugs. The chapter examined the policies, styles of 

administrative leadership, and the two main regulatory philosophies to reduce drug consumption 

to justify the regime construction and respective assignments. The first guiding question in 

chapter one asks about the central guiding policing regime, and rooted in history there is the 

legacy of the slave patrol as an early enforcement mechanism for social control, even outside of 

the drug policy apparatus. The enforcer regime has been a historically-rooted and predominate 

force of a policing system as early as the 1800s in the Southern United States. Drug enforcement 

too has seen a bias towards the enforcer regime, relying on minimizing the rhetoric towards 

public health and prioritizing imprisonment, as illustrated in Table 4. Despite the Nixon 

administration classified as the rehabilitator and the Obama/Trump administrations as hybrid, 

there are significant elements of enforcement as the background to their regimes. Today, the 

United States has not seen a policing regime that exhibits a rehabilitating-dominant strategy, but 

instead has an enforcement bias that criminalizes individual behavior. 

Chapter three emphasized the racially discriminatory institutions involved in the war on 

drugs. It did so by introducing the legacy of modern policing as born from a racist institution: 

The Southern slave patrol. The subjugating system of the slave patrol on African Americans 

draws parallels to the issues of mass incarceration, racial profiling, and police brutality at 

disproportionate rates in African American communities. The slave patrol has been indicated as a 

preliminary enforcer policing regime, despite its distinction from drug enforcement, one can 

draw parallels in the mechanisms of social control. With a bias towards enforcer regimes, the 

institution of police is a trans-regime system that implements procedural social control. The 

social control is racially inequitable, evident in the disproportionate number of African 

Americans current incarcerated and profiled on the street with past policies like stop-and-frisk.  
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The institution of drug law enforcement has had racially inequitable provisions outside of 

direct policy, but the rhetoric of presidents has directly associated people of color with 

criminality or drug-use since the importation of Africans for enslavement. Nixon was revealed 

for directly instituting a form of heightened drug penalization, the war on drugs, to imprison 

African Americans, and Reagan perpetuated this system at a level of law enforcement never seen 

before. President Obama pushed for African American men to be better fathers, build character 

and that would solve the implied path of missing family values or criminality. President Trump 

during campaign rallies directly stated Mexican immigration was bringing drug dealers and 

rapists; the rhetoric is constant, ethnic group is shifting. Since the 1880s, the United States has 

feared certain ethnic minorities in or entering the nation will negatively affect us, and the modern 

war on drugs continues this cycle of social control over minority populations. From intimal 

declaration in 1970, to heightened law enforcement in the 1980s, to the problem of mass 

incarceration in present day, the war on drugs has created a problematic system controlling 

ethnic and racial minorities.  

The content analysis in chapter four informs the structure of the policing regime typology 

by including administrative rhetoric as presented in targeted legislation. Table 4 presents the 

findings of the central and secondary rhetoric used by each policing regime. The rehabilitator 

regime guided by Nixon primarily utilized medical and addiction rhetoric, but imposed a 

significant focus on imprisonment. The enforcer regime as expected prioritized law enforcement, 

heightened sentencing, and interdiction campaigns, but introduced a higher degree of education, 

rehabilitation and treatment rhetoric than the Nixon administration. Thought to be a product of 

Nancy Reagan’s “Just Say No” campaign, it implies that Nixon did not utilize as much 

education, rehabilitation, and treatment rhetoric as under Reagan. The hybrid regime 
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implemented, as expected, a combination of both, leaning toward reforming the criminal justice 

structure with its high focus on recidivism. All regimes shared an individual focus, as discussed 

in chapter one, where the individual was framed as a criminal, presenting an enforcement bias 

when regarding an individual in the drug policy arena.   

The final chapter of this paper takes the previous chapter’s presentation of the current 

policing regime system as a building block for devising an improved system. Driven by the 

fourth guiding question, this chapter establishes a system of policy changes that have the goal of 

improving the stagnation of drug policy reform. The new constructive justice policing regime in 

Table 6 outlines a series of changes that are needed to create a system of smart drug policy 

decisions in America. Addressing the fourth guiding question in chapter one, the constructive 

justice regime seeks to be an idealistic way to reform the state of affairs. It strives to implement 

legislation and rhetoric that invoke a prioritization on public health and to focus on the individual 

not as a criminal, but as someone who can get addiction treatment or have a proper reentry into 

the legal job market. This is the ideal intent of the future drug policy in America, but after 

relying on decades of enforcement-bias, it will be difficult in altering such a rigid institution. To 

do so, the first thing one must do is declare an end to the “war on drugs,” and usher in a new era 

of treating the nations citizens justly. 

Engaged in an intense war on drugs for fifty years, the United States government has 

instituted a series of policies, rhetoric, and goals that have negatively impacted the American 

people. Despite an enforcement of strict drug policies, we have the same root problems of drug 

addiction and consumption today. The war on drugs has been America’s longest war, and we 

continue to fail to end it. To relieve the American people of the problems of racial profiling, 

mass incarceration, and drug addiction, we must end this “war” rhetoric and policy strategy. We 
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should not be fighting a war against our own citizens. People who have a drug addiction or are 

stuck in a situation where dealing drugs is more profitable than legal work need treatment, 

rehabilitation, and a constructive reentry into society. We will continue to have these problems if 

we treat drug consumption like fighting an endless war.  
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Appendix 

 

Appendix A.  Table of targeted words for content analysis 

 

DRUGS ENFORCEMENT REHABILITATION NON-REGIME 

BINDING  

Cannabis 

(marijuana + 

marihuana) 

Bolivia Addiction Criminal 

Coca Colombia Drug Abuse Cultivate (grow) 

Cocaine (egonine, 

coke) 

Drug Enforcement 

Administration (DEA) 

Drug Abuser Dealer 

Crack (free-base 

cocaine) 

Interdiction (eradication) Demand Reduction Dispense 

Depressant Law Enforcement Drug Dependence Distribution 

Morphine Mandatory Minimum Drug Dependent Felony 

Opium Mexico Education Imprisoned 

Opioid National Security Medical Manufacture 

Stimulant Peru Public Health Parole 

Substance Supply Reduction Prevention Possession 

  Rehabilitation Probation 

  Treatment Recidivism 

   Sentencing 

   Trafficking 
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Appendix B. Total Raw Word Frequencies of Targeted Legislation 
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